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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to indicate the labor difficulties

involved in the early development of our manufacturing in

dustries and the plans suggested for their solution ; to show

how these difficulties affected the tariff problem ; to analyze the

character of the labor argument employed in favor of the tariff ;

to picture the social and political conditions giving rise to it ;

to show how a well-differentiated laboring class affected the

nature of the argument advanced by both protectionists and

free-traders , and to trace the development of the pauper labor

argument for protection .





THE LABOR ARGUMENT IN THE AMERICAN

PROTECTIVE TARIFF DISCUSSION

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTORY

To understand the importance and intricacies of the labor

argument as first employed, it is necessary to review briefiy the

character of early American industry. The adoption of the

constitution of the United States was not only a self-conscious

movement toward greater political security but was in part an

effort to ameliorate the depressing economic and industrial con

ditions which prevailed throughout a large part of the country .

Commercial unrest was, in fact, one of the chief causes con

tributing to the formation of the constitution. Under the new

government greater industrial stability was hoped for. It is

well known that the determined stand of Boston mechanics for

the constitution, because they believed that under it they would

receive a greater degree of protection against foreign goods,

contributed vitally to the ratification of the constitution by

the state of Massachusetts.

Agriculture was at that time the predominant American in

dustry. It was the occupation of the great majority of Ameri

cans, and by far the most important source of wealth . In 1790

only 3.35 per cent. of the population lived in cities of 8 ,000 or

more, thus showing the comparative unimportance of cities, and

the great preponderance of agricultural industries. Even as

late as 1820 more than 80 per cent. of our people were engaged

in agriculture. Wealth was not concentrated in cities, and

[187 ]
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large numbers of the rich owed their wealth to the possession

of vast landed estates . In fact, the men of wealth in our na

tional legislature were quite uniformly members of the landed

classes , and our early legislation cannot be understood apart

from this important fact. Physiocratic ideas had exercised a

profound influence upon American thought and the importance

of agriculture was still largely over-estimated. Many men be

lieving that our economic welfare would thus be best preserved,

hoped we would remain an agricultural country. Others looked

with trepidation upon the observable signs of a comparative

increase of manufacturing interests . Jefferson himself, a large

land holder, held , in the main , to the old notions, and his in

fluence was potent in the councils of the nation .

Commerce , however , was not a negligible fraction of our in

dustrial interests. Its importance was increasing very rapidly ,

and protection was early extended to it ; for American vessels

only were allowed to engage in our coasting trade. An impetus

was thus given to the shipping interests and an additional ef

fort wasmade to increase the tonnage engaged in foreign trade.

This was conspicuously successful, as the following facts indi

cate: in 1808 the figures were 14 ,000 and 110,000, respectively ,

for the tonnage of British and American ships sailing between

the two countries, against 72,000 for England and 21,000 for

America , in 1789.1 Continual warfare in Europe and the in

jury which it inflicted on the shipping interests of the various

countries gave America an advantage of tremendous value, and

in 1807 her ship tonnage had mounted to the magnificent sum

of 1,089,876 .

Napoleon 's attempt to destroy British commerce and the

political measures which it entailed, both here and abroad, for

a time seriously crippled our thriving trade, while the war of

1812 was another serious and distinct blow . A gradual re

covery from this depression was followed by a decline in 1821

22, but by 1823 the same level was attained which prevailed in

1811, the tonnage for the year amounting to 775 ,271.2

1 Gibbins, H . de B ., Economic and Industrial Progress of the Century , 55 .

? Annals of Congress, 42 : 2263.

[ 188 ]
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Our commercial interests had plainly assumed considerable

importance. In 1820 as many as 80,000 American seamen were

employed in our carrying trade. Our merchants were the dom

inating influence in a number of our seaports, such as New

York, Boston , and Charleston , which were not only centers of

political activity, but controlled the politics of their respective

states. This industry wielded a political power far in excess

of its proportionate importance among the principal industries

of the nation and the shaping of our economic policy was to a

considerable extent contingent upon its attitude.

The character of our early export trade has an extensive

bearing upon the outcome of our protective policy and indicates

some of the causes for sectional differences on the subject. Cot

ton was one of the principal exported articles. The capital

employed in its cultivation in the United States was about $80,

000 ,000 in 1801, and was continually increasing 3 About

100 ,000 persons were employed in growing it or depended upon

it. There were about 900,000 slaves in the United States at

that time and the cotton -gin had come into use, so that a rapid

extension of cotton culture was practically assured . Tobacco

and rice were southern products. Indian corn was raised both

in the South and in the North , while meat and lumber were

largely confined to the latter section . Our average yearly ex

port of grain and flour during the period 1790 –94 was 1,421,335

barrels ; for the period 1821– 23 it was only 1,177,949 barrels.

The exports of raw cotton rose from a value of $ 5,000,000 in 1800

to $ 20 ,000,000 in 1823 . In the year 1800 our total exports

amounted to $ 47 ,473,000 or about $ 8 .00 per capita . In 1820

they were $51,683,000 or virtually $ 5.00 per capita , while the

figures for 1823 were $47, 155,711 and $ 4.00 respectively . There

had been waves of increase and decline," commerce having suf

fered from the Embargo Act, the War of 1812, and the crisis

of 1819 –20, but the general tendency seemed unfavorable. Dur

ing the year 1820 manufactures to the amount of $ 3 ,000,000

were exported, but the raw materials exported , exclusive of cot

3 Bishop, History of Manufactures, 2 : 88.

4 Ann. of Cong., 42 : 2125 .
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ton and wool, were less by $ 18,000,000 than their aggregate for

1800. It was claimed that this loss fell upon the northern and

middle states, while the South alone was gaining. Undoubtedly

there was reason in this complaint ; besides this , many men in

the North believed the South to have an advantage in its slave

labor . The large foreign trade of the South, on the other hand,

strengthened the commercial interests of both sections to such an

extent that both desired its expansion. It was thus with increas

ing interest that the North observed the growth of manufactur

ing interests and the application of artificial means to achieve

their further advancement.

Manufacturing, however, concerns us most , as it was in con

nection with this rapidly rising branch of industry that the

tariff was largely discussed . It was here that the labor problem

first became acute and demanded solution . We were far behind

England in the value of our products ; yet we manufactured

flour, distilled spirits, linen goods, tanned leather,molasses, iron

products, ships, etc . Hats were an important article of manu

facture and the wool used was largely of domestic growth . The

material for glass could be secured in large quantities, but con

siderable manual labor, numbers of skilled workmen and large

capitals were required for the successful pursuit of the glass

industry .5 . In all of these particulars the nation was but in

adequately furnished . Flour and spirits were manufactured in

the same regions that actually produced the supply of grain .

There was as yet no system of internal improvements and few

facilities for transportation , hence bulky matter was usually

transformed into finished products before shipment to market.

Even then a slight depression of trade or fall in prices necessi

tated untold hardships to farmers and to the so -called manufact

urers. Such conditions eventuated in the Whisky Rebellion and

other movements of discontent.

The erection of a cotton mill in Rhode Island in 1791 and the

advent of Samuel Slater were portentous events in the history

of American manufactures, and hence were important factors in

the determination of our subsequent tariff policy . Woolen mills

* Bishop, History of Manufactures, 2 : ch. 1.

[190 ]
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were also erected and strenuous efforts to make them successful

were made, but not until the War of 1812 and later was much

accomplished by them . Difficulties of various kinds continually

arose . Besides this the habits of our people conspired to cause

their failure, for the greater portion of all woolen goods used

north of the Ohio river were manufactured within the families

themselves after the manner of the old domestic system . In

fact, as late as 1828, when the tariff on wool and woolens was so

largely agitated, this condition 'was still essentially unchanged .

Long after machine production had begun to assume consider

able importance in certain industries , the old domestic system

by its persistent lingering delayed the advent of a manufactur

ing era. Despite these facts, considerable advance was being

made, as will be subsequently shown .

Having concluded this preliminary statement, let us note the

general attitude held toward the development of industry, and

its early progress during the time when it was not affected to

any appreciable degree by protective legislation . Most of our

prominent statesmen , though not entirely free from sectional

bias, still believed in a broad national policy. The landed in

terests, powerful in the nation 's councils, naturally emphasized

the importance of agriculture, but favored such policies as would

conduce to greater general prosperity. This, it was believed ,

would be enhanced by a parallel development of manufactures

along with that of agriculture and commerce. Agriculture

would always remain the predominant industry of the nation,

but progress along all lines was desired . Even before the adop

tion of the constitution , Tench Coxe extolled the advantages and

resources of America; spoke of her varied sources of wealth , and

of the need of systematizing our industry to attain the maxi

mum of advantage; and argued that the three great industries

would naturally ar.se under such conditions and should be prop

erly correlated . Physiocratic doctrines , however, were not yet

dead , and Hamilton , in his report on manufactures, found it

necessary to defend manufactures against the charge of inferior

8 Address to Friends of American Manufactures, in Univ . Cif P 2., Aug 9, 1787,

31.
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productiveness, and to assert in their favor that they occasioned

“ a positive augmentation of the produce and revenue of soci

ety ."

More and more, however , the development of the backward

manufacturing industry was viewed with complacency and posi

tive approval. It was argued that we should encourage the man

ufacture of products necessary for our national defence. If

possible we should be independent of foreign nations in this re

spect. Washington advocated such a policy. Madison , while

president, urged similar measures, although originally a free

trader at heart.? He advanced beyond this and deliberately

recommended the encouragement of such manufacturing indus

tries as the nation was fitted to carry on with success after they

had been established and efficiently pursued .

This broader attitude toward the proper developmentof Amer

ican industries found ample expression during the first impor

tant struggle over the tariff question in 1816 . The lines of polit

ical cleavage had not yet definitely separated the North and

South into two opposing sections. However, both nationalistic

and sectional influences externalized themselves in this contest.

Eminent statesmen , such as Calhoun, clung to the idea of na

tional expansion and national greatness, and sectionalism was

less prominent than it subsequently became. Hence we have in

the following words of Calhoun a clear statement of the national

view -point of the men of the earlier generations — a view -point

which comprehended the growth of the entire nation alongmany

lines rather than that of particular sections only .8 “ Neither

Agriculture nor Manufacturing nor Commerce ,taken separately ,

is the cause of wealth . It flows from the three combined and can

not exist without each . — Without Commerce industry would

have no stimulus; without Manufactures it would be without

the means of production ; and without Agriculture neither of

the others can subsist. When separated entirely and perma

nently they perish . War in this country produces, to a great

extent, that effect and hence the great embarrassment that fol

7 Messages and Papers of the Presidents, 1 : 567.

8 Calhoun , Works, 2 : 166.
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MANGOLD - LABOR ARGUMENT IN PROTECTIVE TARIFF 15

lows in its train . It is admitted by the most strenuous advo

cates on the other side that no country ought to be dependent

upon another for its means of defence; — But what is more nec

essary to the defence of a country than its currency and finance ?

Behold the effect of the late war upon them ! When our man

ufactures are grown to a certain perfection , as they soon will

be under the fostering care of the Government, we will no

longer experience these evils. The farmer will find a ready

market for his produce, and what is almost of equal conse

quence, a certain and cheap supply of all he wants . His pros

perity will diffuse itself to every class in the community , and

instead of that languor of industry and individual distress now

incident to a state of war and suspended commerce, the wealth

and vigor of the community will not be materially impaired .”

Thus we get a glimpseof early industry in America. Wefind the

three great industries existing side by side. All are flourishing,

but the domestic manufacture of certain imported articles is earn

estly desired . More than that, general national development is

hoped for, and this desire causes national interest to attach it

self to the subject of the tariff and its relations to the manu

facturing industries of the nation .

The period immediately following the organization of the new

government was not marked by any desire on the part of our na

tional law -makers to interfere extensively with the natural

trend of American industry or to give special and artificial en

couragement to our manufacturing system , which was then in its

infancy . The existence of millions of acres of wild , uncultivated ,

low -priced land had a tremendous effect in retarding the de

velopment of the factory system , and with the agricultural ad

vantages which obtained , it was natural that free labor apart

from the farms should be scarce.

The obstacles which manufacturing industries had to face are

stated by Alexander Hamilton in his celebrated Report on Man

ufactures. The most important one is “ dearness of labor."

This, he says , has relation principally to two circumstances:

1. Scarcity of Hands.

2 . Greatness of Profit .

o American State Papers. Finance, 1 : 123 ff.

[193 ]
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“ The disparity between some of the most manufacturing parts

of Europe and a large proportion of the United States is not so

great as is commonly imagined. It is less in regard to artificers

and manufacturers than in regard to common laborers. Dis

parity is diminishing as greater use can be made ofmachinery .

Wages furnish but one of a number of items in the cost of goods.

We have an advantage in some of them . Foreign goods pay

certain extraordinaries. These cannot be estimated at less than

15 or 20 per cent., and are more than a counterpoise for the

real difference in the price of labor.”

In regard to scarcity of hands, he argues that increased use

could be made of women and children , and opportunity would

be given in manufactures for the employment of persons ordi

narily engaged in other occupations during their seasons or

hours of leisure. In addition to this argument against the

alleged difficulties confronting success in American manufact

uring enterprise, he summed up the advantages which would

accrue from such industry, maintaining that the produce and

revenue of society would be greater than it would otherwise be,

owing to the following circumstances:

1 . Division of Labor.

2. Extension of the Use of Machinery .

3 . Additional Employment for classes of the community

not ordinarily engaged in the business.

4 . Promotion of Emigration from Foreign Countries .

5 . The Furnishing of Greater Scope for diversity of tal

ents and dispositions which discriminate men from

each other.

. 6 . The Affording of a more ample and various field for

enterprise .

7 . The Erecting in some instances a new , and securing in

all, a more certain and steady demand for the surplus

produce of the soil.

A glance at Hamilton 's argument at once discloses his keen

appreciation of the need of a large labor force. The problem

of establishing manufactures was mainly a question of how to

secure a sufficient number of hands and to best utilize all of our

available laboring population . The home market argument

[ 194 ]



MANGOLD - LABOR ARGUMENT IN PROTECTIVE TARIFF 17

which later swayed the West and was for a time the chief re

liance of protectionists is also mentioned. Nothing is said ,

however, and little is intimated about the need of protection to

American capital. To be sure, Hamilton advocates protection

but not the artificial construction of industry . Rather, he seeks

a policy which will result in the employment of all laborers to

the best advantage.

The development of manufactures was sought, then , by the

first great advocate of the manufacturing system along natural

and economic lines . It must be remembered, also , that condi

tions and ideals differed from those prevailing later. Women

wove and spun and made goods in their own homes. Their

transition to a common workshop where a number together per

formed the same work as was done in the homes, with the ad

vantage of additionalmachinery, was not only not generally op

posed but commended . The employment of children was re

garded as neither uneconomic nor injurious. In short, agricul

ture and commerce failed to employ our labor force to the best

advantage. Much valuable time was entirely wasted, and much

labor power was completely lost. In part, the development of

our manufacturing industries would add an important by

product to the wealth of the nation . This by -product was to be

secured by simply applying all of our available energies to the

production of manufactured goods. The objection, that Hamil

ton favored a restrictive system which was calculated to trans

fer labor power from the more to the less productive enterprises,

is not valid . The labor supply is indeed an important factor

with him , but he would not take labor from the fields nor from

the ships and the ocean . Sufficient idle labor existed to justify

the nation in encouraging manufactures, for if these odds and

ends were employed, great economic advantage would certainly

result. Hamilton saw that the comparatively few industries in

which Americans engaged offered little opportunity for diver

sity of talent; he felt that a greater variety of interests could

be obtained and that this would conduce to the increase of na.

tional wealth. Furthermore , he looked with favor upon the in

crease of immigration, as adding to the labor supply of the

country and giving us new power for the extension of manu
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facturing enterprises . In short, the difficulties with which the

country had to contend as far as convenient, sufficient, and

qualified labor was concerned, formed the subject of Hamil

ton 's argument. It was exactly these difficulties that he be

lieved could be obviated, and the institution of a protective sys

tem seemed to him to be capable of accomplishing this object,

without limiting the industries already established in any way,

but by supplementing them with otherwise unemployable labor.

In spite of the fact that Hamilton 's recommendations re

ceived insufficient support, and although low tariff rates only

were imposed, and these with but slight reference to current

American industries, still the progress of manufacturing con

tinued, and the factory system began to develop . Some en

couragement, it is true, was desired for its development by other

leading statesmen , as before indicated, but on other grounds than

those urged by Hamilton . Furthermore they did not advocate

the system so strongly as he did .

Natural progress, the aid of European wars, the commercial

blockades instituted by France and England, and other acci

dental circumstances, gave impetus to American manufactures

and transferred capital from commerce to the former industry .

By 1810 we had developed our manufactures to considerable

proportions, as the excellent and exhaustive report of Tench

Coxe amply demonstrates . In his analysis of the available re

turns, he estimated the extent of American manufactures, ex

cluding articles which he classed as doubtful, in the following

manner :10

Total Amount : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 173,762,676

Total for Penn . . . 33,691,111

Total for N . Y . . . . 35,370,988

Total for Mass. . . . . 21,895 ,528

Total for Va . 15 ,203,473

Total for R . I. . . . . . 4 ,196 ,074

Total for Conn . 7 ,771,928

The value of the doubtful articles amounted to $ 25 ,850,795 and

included such items as: hemp, fish , salt-peter, sugar, etc. If this

10 American State Papers. Finance, 3 : 712, 713.
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figure is added to that representing the value of bona fideman

ufactured goods, a total of more than $ 198 ,000,000 is reached .

This, Coxe showed, compared very favorably with England

which manufactured annually about $ 250,000,000 worth of

goods. The report enumerates the principal special industries

and values the output of each as follows :

Textiles (woven and spun ) .. . . . . . . . .. . . $41,549,000

Hides and Skins . . . . . . 17, 935,000

Tron . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 , 364,000

Liquors . . . . . . . . . . . 16 ,528,000

The facts indicate that remarkable progress along manufact

uring lines had been made, there having been no government in

terference, although the extraneous circumstances above men

tioned doubtless accelerated activity in these industries .

With manufacturing carried on to such an extent, naturally

a large number of laborers had to be employed, and a laboring

class was slowly differentiated from the other classes of society.

The size of this class at that time is not definitely known , but

the census of 1820 states the number engaged in manufacturing

as 349,000 approximately , and a large amount of goods were

madeby persons who were not included in this enumeration . So

the actual number of persons who sympathized with the efforts

of labor was undoubtedly larger. Strikes and labor difficulties

occurred, to some extent, as early as the first decade of the cen

tury, but during these generally prosperous years compara

tively little disturbance was occasioned . It is at a later period ,

after the War of 1812 and the end of the Napoleonic wars, that

new industrial conditions, causing hardship to America, gave

form to the struggle of labor and added to the self- conscious

ness of the growing laboring class. It was under such condi

tions, when the old system was not yet forgotten and the new

industrial régime hardly inaugurated , and when contradictory

situations abounded everywhere, that the discussion of a pro

tective tariff in 1816 , and later, involved the labor question .

At this time arose the series of arguments, which, on one side,

finally culminated in the pauper labor argument; and, on the

other, in the claim that wages stood upon an independent basis.
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CHAPTER II

LABOR PROBLEMS CONCERNED IN THE TARIFF

QUESTION

To understand the rationale of the early argument concern

ing the tariff and its relations to labor, it is necessary to be

conversant with the following facts, for each has a decided and

distinct bearing upon the question .

1. The existence of several industries (cotton , woolen , etc. )

in which the employees were recruited largely from the ranks of

women and children or from labor which would have been idle

otherwise.

2. The comparative dearness of male manual labor; that is ,

high wages and a frequent scarcity of hands.

3. The immigration of skilled mechanics from abroad and the

constant encouragement by Americans of this class of immi

grants .

4 . The rapid rise of machine industry.

5 . Taste for certain classes of industry by particular individ

uals and their consequent dislike for other kinds of labor.

6 . The accidental but important displacements and periods of

enforced idleness caused by sudden disarrangements of the in

dustrial system ; e. g., the crisis of 1819– 20 , which almost with

out warning, thrust upon the country the difficult problem of

general unemployment and in a concrete way demanded a solu

tion of the difficulty.

7 . Finally, sectional interests and a natural clash among dif

ferent sections for industrial advantages; also alliances between

sections to obtain certain desired ends.

The above named facts profoundly influenced the current

thought of the people, and assisted in moulding their ideas in
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respect to proposed legislation. Each general fact regarding

industry and the labor difficulties involved , called for treatment

in concrete form and apart from general theoretical and ab

stract considerations. An examination of the foregoing state

ment of conditions will show their bearing upon the questions

of the day and especially upon the labor difficulties to be solved

by protection or to be aggravated by it.

WOMEN AND CHILDREN

The employment of women and children in industry was one

of the most important factors which hastened the advent of our

protective system . As already stated , the domestic system still

prevailed largely in the textile industries and a large propor

tion of the goods of this character which were consumed by the

American people, were manufactured by the women in their

homes ; so it did not appear to be a revolutionary proposal to

utilize their labor in manufacturing establishments devoted to

the production of the same class of goods as they had been mak

ing under the old system . Here was a large volume of potential

labor capable of successful utilization. The meager educational

facilities and opportunities for women favored such a step. The

daughters of thousands of farmers and many women in the

cities saw in these industries a new field for gaining a livelihood ;

or at least felt that part of the year could advantageously be

spent in the service of a textile manufacturer. The effect of

the introduction of factories of this kind upon the work of

women is indicated, in part, by the following facts.

Gallatin , in 1810, gives a short account of both domestic and

factory industry . Speaking of household manufactures in New

Hampshire, he says, “ Every farmer's house is provided with one

or more wheels according to the number of females. Every

second house, at least, has a loom for weaving linen, cotton, and

coarse woolen cloths which is almost wholly done by women .

Manufactures , per family , vary from 100 to 600 yards per year,

without an hour's loss of labor to the field. Much coarse flaxen

1 American State Papers. Finance, 2 : 435 .
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cloth , worth 15 to 20 cents per yard and manufactured in fam

ilies is sold to traders and sent to the Southern states.” Be

sides enlarging upon the value and importance of the goods

manufactured under the domestic system , and the fact that no

labor was lost through these efforts, he prophesied , on the basis

of the known facts for the year 1810, that in 1811 there would

be 87 cotton mills containing 80,000 spindles in operation . These

would employ 4 ,000 persons, of whom 3,500 would be women

and children , and only 500 of the entire number would be men .”

It is undeniable that the development of manufactures was a

goal to be sought for. We were importing a large amount of

finished goods, the raw materials of which were to a large ex

tent produced here or easily capable of production . Hence

the practical question confronted American statesmen - how can

labor power be secured to carry on these industries without sac

rificing the productiveness of the industries already established ?

Gallatin was deeply concerned about the utility of the labor of

women and children , and was unwilling to injure the profitable

and growing industries of agriculture and commerce. Tench

Coxe was even more radical. In discussing the cotton industry ,

he expressed the following sentiment. “ Our maximum of ex

portation of cotton in any one year is 64,000,000 pounds. This

would produce 50 ,000,000 pounds of yarn and require the work

of 58,000 persons. Of this not more than one-eighth ought to

be adult males , the other seven -eighths might be women and

children . This employment of less than a hundredth part of

our white population would be no inconvenience to agriculture

or to commerce . This yarn could be produced with ease by

100,000 women with the fly shuttle, during one-half of each work

ing day in a year." His comments on the woolen industry are

equally significant. “ The manufactory of hats, consuming more

wool with few hands than any other of the ancientmodes, is car

ried to the extent of our consumption. . . . Female aid

in manufactures, which prevents the diversion of men from

agriculture, has greatly increased . Children are employed

as well as the infirm and crippled . . . The asylums of

2 Ibid ., 427 .

3 Ibid ., 669.
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the poor and unfortunate and the pententiaries of indiscretion

and immorality are improved and aided by the employment

and profit of manufactures. In the section of the Union oc

cupied in part by colored laborers, decent and comfortable

hospitals have been established upon some of the planter's

estates , in which children , convalescents, aged persons, and

married females . . . have been employed with human

ity and advantage in manufacturing cloths and stuffs for ap

parel and furniture."

In England more than 1,000,000 people of both sexes and all

ages were employed , in 1816, in the cotton and wollen manu

factures. Four-sevenths of the cotton employees were women

and children . Such facts were cited as examples of our own

possibilities. Idleness was held in disfavor and unnecessary

leisure regarded as a waste of our economic power. The Phil

adelphia Society for the Promotion of Domestic Industry well

illustrates this point of view . It called particular attention to

the desirability of employing persons who would otherwise be

idle, on account of temper, habit, or other causes . It claimed ,

furthermore , that women and children were rendered more use

ful by being employed in manufacturing establishments. It

argued , in addition , that factories would give employment to

classes of the community not ordinarily engaged in the busi

ness, but who are willing to devote their leisure time, resulting

from the intermission of their ordinary pursuits, to collateral

labors as a resource for multiplying their acquisitions or their

enjoyments.

Popular feeling and economic conditions thus combined to

give added support to the cotton industry. After 1815 , however ,

the industry began to be depressed , owing largely to increased

competition from abroad ; and manufacturers appealed to the

nation for assistance. A congressional investigation was in

stituted and the following report was the result :5 The capital

invested in cotton manufactures in the United States was esti

mated at $40,000,000. The number of laborers reached 100 ,000 ,

+ Address, 62.

5 Rep . of Com . on Commerce and Manufactures, in American State Papers.

Finance , 3 : 32 if .
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of whom 10,000 were males seventeen years and upward , 66 ,000

were females, and 24 ,000, boys. The total wages paid annu

ally amounted to $15,000,000 and 81,000,000 yards of cotton

were manufactured. This report indicates the importance of

woman and child labor at that time, which affected not only the

general labor supply but sometimes resulted in making families

dependent upon their children for support. The maintenance

of a livelihood having become easier for many parents, they nat

urally were interested in the continued growth of the industry.

The conspicuous feature of the tariff act of 1816 is the pro

tection it afforded to cotton goods. The duty was fixed at 25

per cent. and was to remain so for a period of three years. The

system of minimum valuation was applied and no cotton cloth

was to be rated at less than $ .25 per yard. The purpose of

the act was largely to protect the capital invested in this in

dustry but subsequently other industries were protected . It is

significant, however , that the industry employing the greatest

proportion of women and children was the first one receiving

important protection , nor should it be forgotten that the employ

ment of women and children and its advantages received con

siderable attention and was a part of the labor phase of the

tariff discussion , which became so important later.?

In the woolen and other textile industries the same kind of

labor was employed and it was only after 1820 that Irish immi

gration began to displace the English and American girls in

our factories. There was little or no controversy over their

employment, and their labor was regarded as an addition to the

wealth of the nation . The higher duty on cotton goods was

undoubtedly more easily secured owing to the predominance of

female labor in that industry . The extensive employment of

child labor also made possible a rapid increase of industry along

certain other lines. Not only had the textile industries been

invaded but the manufacture of tobacco and paper was acceler

ated in this way, the wages paid to children being compara

6 Batchelder. Samuel, Cotton Manufacture, 74 .

7 American State Papers. Finance, 3 : 18, 23 .

* Depew , A Hundred Years of American Commerce, 29 .
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tively low . The labor of women and children was a decided

factor in establishing a number of our industries.

SCARCITY OF HANDS AND UNEMPLOYMENT

These two factors played a large part in the tariff discussions

of the early protection period. Hamilton, as we have seen ,

pointed out the disadvantage due to scarcity of hands but tried

to minimize its effect. In fact the attitude of protectionists was

quite uniformly that of Hamilton , while free-traders emphasized

and perhaps magnified these features of American wage condi

tions. No wonder then that an appeal was made in favor of

manufactures and the protective system on the ground that the

sons of farmers were unemployed during the winter , and that

they would gladly utilize their labor power in factories during

this period . Scarcity of hands was a real problem to the friends

of American industry. There was a definite class of seamen .

The mechanical trades were also important and the labor diffi

culties of the first decade of the century pertained largely to

these classes . A well differentiated manufacturing or factory

class, however , did not yet exist. The rapid growth of the west

ern states continually aggravated the difficulty, while the slower

growth of the eastern and landless states indicates the course

ofmigration. Between 1790 and 1820 the increase in the popu

lation of Massachusetts averaged about 11 per cent. per decade ;

that for Rhode Island, Connecticut, Delaware, and Maryland

was considerably less; while states with large areas of un

occupied land — such as New York , Pennsylvania , Maine, and

Ohio - showed a tremendous increase. Agricultural pursuits

were too attractive and too remunerative to permit the forma

tion of a very large male manufacturing class. The dangers

and trials of the wilderness deterred many, it is true, from mi

grating westward and this fact helped to swell our manufactur

ing population , but the hardy and ambitious young men pre

ferred to become land holders. Therefore our people were

largely engaged in agriculture and little skilled labor existed ,

Accounts of Manufacturing Establishments. Washington , 1823.
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but in a few industries exceptional progress had been made ; for

example, in the manufacturing of hats. In this industry we had

excelled for a long time and to such an extent that by 1814 we

were actually exporting hats in considerable quantities .

In certain other industries , such as have already been named,

considerable proficiency had been acquired but, in the main ,

there was a dearth of skilled labor and this deficiency had to be

supplied , in part, by the independent skilled mechanic who was

both laborer and capitalist, or by the importation of goods from

abroad.

The mechanical trades were represented by a small variety of

artisans ; chiefly carpenters, blacksmiths, shoemakers, and such

others as ministered to local wants.10 Not only were they num

erically important, but were also influential factors in the life

of the community. Auburn , New York , with 2 ,047 inhabitants

in 1818 , had 74 mechanics' shops and 211 dwellings.11 Ithaca

gave similar proportions . Mechanics were numerous every

where but often mechanical art was an avocation only , while

agriculture was the chief occupation. For example, one-third

of the male inhabitants of Hall county, Georgia , were artificers

or workmen of some kind, but most of them relied upon agri

culture.

The mechanic differed from the ordinary laborer. He was

usually an independent producer and possessed capital of his

own. He was furthermore regarded as more or less skilled .

Mechanics and laborers, however, belonged to the same general

class , and it is only later that a sharp differentiation took place,

the interests of the mechanic being the first to receive attention .

In the tariff debate of 1820 this class is mentioned as forming

one of the parties entitled to consideration in the laying of tariff

duties, and from that time on the interest of the mechanic in the

tariff question is apparently considerable. The mechanical trades

supplied the need for labor to a certain extent only and the

general difficulty still remained. Mechanics were loath to change

from their old independence to the new conditions of factory

life, and in but comparatively few cases was it possible to rise

10 Stanwood , American Tariff Controversies, 1 : 17 .

11 Darby Tour, 219.
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to factory ownership and to the position of employer. These facts

caused those interested in the development of manufactures to

turn to such measures as were available , so as to provide a labor

supply adequate to meet the new needs and demands. The prob

lem of skilled labor was not easy to solve.

The industrial revolution in England had produced a series

of striking changes , of which the effects of new machinery were

most important. Machinery was a prime factor in solving the

problem of manufactures in that country.12 It was estimated

that in 1808 the diminution of manual labor in the cotton in

dustry by means of machinery was as 200 to 1.13 In America ,

indeed, machines for printing cotton and woolen cloth were in

operation . 10 ,000 yards could be printed in a day by one man

and two boys. The general scarcity of labor and comparatively

high wages gave a decided impetus to invention . Our patent

laws, though defective, had received some revision and great

progress wasmade under them . During the single year of 1812

there were 237 patents granted in the textile industries alone.14

By 1814 hundreds of carding machines had been introduced in

New York ; wool picking machines were used ; the fly shuttle

was being multiplied and many European improvements were

employed. The tariff controversy of 1816 brought out the dec

laration that “ a great proportion of the woolen manufacturing

is done by the assistance of labor-saving machinery, which is

almost exclusively superintended by women and children and

the infirm who would otherwise be wholly destitute of employ

ment.''15 Two ways of solving the problem of manufactures

are suggested here, while the inference that general hands were

scarce can be clearly drawn. It is undeniable, however, that

England excelled us by far in the machinery which she was

enabled to utilize and that she had advanced in the industrial

arts to a much greater degree than manufacturers in America.

A large part of England 's ability to produce goods cheaply lay

in her possession of good labor-saving machinery — an advantage

12 Philadelphia Advertiser , Nov. 6 , 1819 .

13 American State Papers'. Finance, 2 : 669.

14 Levasseur, American Workman , 25 .

15 American State Papers. Finance, 3 : 164.
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which we could not overcome for many years. In 1824 Henry

Clay estimated that machinery did the work of 221,000,000 men

in England , but in America that of 10 ,000,000 men only .16 This

was a tremendous handicap, but the physical and economic con

ditions of America soon started us on the way toward improve

ments and inventions of all kinds, and, coupled with the well

known American ingenuity , finally gave us a preeminent posi

tion . At that time, however , the question of machinery was a

serious problem and materially impaired the comparative ef

ficiency of our laboring population .

With such conditions existing, it seems contradictory to as

sert that the problem of unemployment was an important factor

in protective legislation . Unemployment and scarcity of labor

cannot exist side by side, yet both factors contributed to the

discussions of the tariff. In this connection two things must be

kept in mind ; first, the fact that the friction of travel and the

inconveniences incident to migration were so great that labor

might be abundant in one section and quite scarce in another ;

and, second, that crises, or the sudden disarrangements in in

dustry, with their accompanying depression might turn thou

sands of men out of employment and deprive them of a means

of gaining their livelihood .

Unemployment has the immediate effect of drawing attention

to the concrete situation with the result that the theoretical consid

erations are largely abandoned and a temporary policy adopted .

The positive and concrete side of the protective controversy has

had an almost invariable advantage. The fact of the existence

of a general depression has had an important influence upon

the enactment of three protective laws. The crisis of 1819 – 20

measurably affected the tariff legislation of 1824 ; the depression

commencing in 1837 and lasting several years helped to deter

mine the Act of 1842, and the hard times of 1893 – 96 culminated

in the Dingley tariff of 1897.

Before the inception of our protective tariff system , unem

ployment was but a minor phase of American industry. Foreign

competition , however, proved disastrous to many of our manu

16 American Sentinel, April 14 , 1824 .
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factures, and frequently other causes cooperated to injure them .

England tried to prevent the exportation of machinery to Amer

ica in order to retain her market here. False standards of

custom had arisen and frequently a foreign article was preferred

to the equally serviceable American product. Some of the

states had given protection to certain industries before the

adoption of the Constitution , and the removal of interstate

barriers injured such industries . Again , foreign skill was

largely superior to that acquired by Americans.

These causes tended to produce considerable unemployment

or depression from time to time. Accordingly appeals were

made to the government for aid . Manufacturers, mechanics,

tradesmen, and “ others” frequently asked Congress for relief,

for a change in the tariff schedule, and for such duties as would

again bring prosperity. 17 Petitions were received from all the

important cities during the first year of the new government

and in subsequent years requests for help were continually

made.18 While Congress gave but little encouragement, it is

significant that aid was hoped for from that quarter.

The increasing unemployment following the year 1816 and

culminating in the great crisis of 1819 –20 gave a powerful im

pulse to our tariff policy and popularized protection in many

parts of the union. The return to peaceful pursuits of thou

sands of European soldiers at the close of the Napoleonic wars,

England's attempt to break down our manufactures, the in

flation of American currency, and other causes contributed to

the serious maladjustment in our industrial system . The year

1818 had been apparently prosperous. Building was carried

on at a rapid rate. Evidences of a boom were in the air.

Mechanics, carpenters, and masons were in great demand . New

York City could not supply its needs. Even journeymen could

not be procured at the rate of $ 2 .00 per day and hundreds more

could have found employment. The farmers were receiving good

prices and enjoyed a large degree of prosperity . Flour rose to

exorbitant figures and other products followed .

The sudden panic coupled with the increase of imports par

17 Bishop, op. cit., 2 : 15 .

18 American State Papers. Finance, 1 , 2 .
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alyzed American manufactures, and a rapid fall of prices fol

lowed. Although cotton had been protected , many cotton fact

ories perished, those equipped with the best machinery surviv

ing. Rents and the value of real estate depreciated. Farmers

sold lands at one-half or one-third of their value. Vast numbers

of handicraft workmen entered into competition with the

farmer, thus increasing the product although there was practi

cally no market. It was estimated that real estate in New York

fell 18 per cent. between 1815 and 1121, while the expenditures

for the relief of paupers nearly doubled .19 Pennsylvania and

Rhode Island also suffered severely . The depression in cotton

had occurred in 1815 – 16 and a similar distress was felt in Pitts

burg during the latter year.20 Two-thirds of its population was

engaged in manufacturing, thus accentuating the keenness of

the depression . Most of the flour of western Pennsylvania

found a market here and much bacon was brought from the

West . The distress among the laborers lessened the ability of

the farmers to dispose of their surplus products, a fact which

gave an added impetus to the homemarket argument for pro

tection . Conditions grew worse, however, and by 1819 had be

come almost intolerable . The major portion of the laborers in

this locality were out of employment, and the situation in Phil

adelphia was no better. An investigation in the latter city re

vealed the fact that the number of laborers employed had de

creased from 9,425 in 1814 – 16 to 2, 137 in 1819. 21 A fall in the

weekly wages from $58,340 to $12,822 is also recorded, indicat

ing the degree of distress which must have prevailed . The

cotton, woolen , and iron industries had been almost entirely

wrecked , while other industries suffered greatly . Poverty in

Pennsylvania was wide spread and the actions for debt taken

in the courts of that state within the single year 1819 amounted

to the almost incredible number of 14 ,537 .22 Imprisonments for

debt in the city and county of Philadelphia alone rose to the

number of 1,808.

19 Ann . of Cong., 42 : 2074.

20 McMaster, J. B ., History of the People of the United States, 4 : 344 .

21 Address before Philadelphia Society for Promotion of Domestic Industry , 11 .

22 Carey, M ., Olive Branch , 133.
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The total amount of unemployment throughout the country

can only be estimated. In a single year, says Denslow , 70,000

operatives were discharged and driven into idleness or agricul

ture.23 Thousands, it is true , turned to farming and did not

remain idle. Bishop estimated that from 40,000 to 60,000 per

sons were thrown out of employment during these years and

that 160,000 to 240,000 were deprived of support. During

1819–20, however, the crisis was most acute and at least 30,000

persons were divested of employment, of whom many were said

to have been reduced to poverty or compelled to break stones

on turn -pike roads at $ .25 to $ .371/2 per day.24

Such an extraordinary crisis necessarily exerted a profound

influence over the opinions of the people. The manufacturing

population was sufficiently large to impress its importance upon

the popular mind . By 1820 both Massachusetts and Rhode

Island employed one-half as many persons in manufactures as

in agriculture. Pennsylvania stood third with 42 per cent. and

other states had made considerable advance.25 How these facts

affected the growth of protection is shown by the events of the

immediately ensuing years .

About 1817 the first important society for the promotion of

American industry was established at Philadelphia. Composed

in part of manufacturers, it had , however, for its moving spirit

Matthew Carey, who first awakened public attention to the need

of a system of internal improvements in Pennsylvania , who

favored a system of free, universal education , and who labored

long and energetically for the poor. During the years 1818 –22

he wrote a large number of essays appealing to the people of

America to adopt the protective system . His discussions cov

ered the entire range of available arguments and they throw

light on prevailing conditions and the general sentiment of the

people. Carey pointed to the desperate condition of the Ameri

can people and included in his enumeration the statements that

from one-third to one-half of our merchants were ruined , that

thousands of our workmen were idle and that the city officials

23 Economic Philosophy , 381.

24 American State Papers. Finance, 3 : 493.

25 Census of 1820.
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of Philadelphia , after canvassing the situation , concluded that

the unemployed in that city alone numbered 11,000.26 He em

phasized the low wages which many workmen received and com

puted that probably 150,000 manufacturers or descendents of

manufacturers (laborers) were tilling the soil in western states

and in the interior of New York and Pennsylvania who, under a

proper system , would still be engaged in manufacturing. Besides

calling attention to the starving condition of many recent immi

grants, he lamented the fact that many of our citizens had

migrated to Cuba to recover from their disasters. Carey drew

a striking contract between the prosperous conditions which

prevailed at the close of the war and the lamentable state of

industry and the distress of the years of the panic and depres

sion . The emphasis which he placed upon the fact of unem

ployment was peculiarly apropos to the existing state of affairs ,

and his proposed remedy was therefore fitted to receive con

siderable attention . To revive prosperity he desired an ex

tended application of the principle of protection . He believed

that the protective tariff would again enable us to utilize our

idle capital, to build factories, and that it would give employ

ment to the thousands who were idle or were laboring for a

bare pittance.

His appeal for protection had a wide-spread influence, labor

ers especially being struck with the argument concerning un

employment and the method of relief. After 1820 his writings

began to be studied more carefully and the younger men also

gave considerable attention to the lives of Hamilton and Frank

lin , - a fact which strengthened their views on the tariff. The

severity of the panic and the concomitant growth of protection

literature left a lasting impression upon the people of Penn

sylvania . Since 1820 they have been unflinchingly in favor of

a protective tariff. In fact, as a single cause giving impulse

to protection sentiment, the crisis of 1819 – 20 was one of far

reaching consequences .

Carey's efforts were seconded by men everywhere. Citizens

of Philadelphia adopted resolutions deploring the prostrate

28 Carey, M , Essays on Political Economy, 198, 233, 441, etc.
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state of manufactures, the unemployment of the workingmen ,

and their reduction to mendicity. One resolution stated that

no candidate for the state legislature or for the Congress of the

United States would receive support from them unless such

candidate was known to be friendly to the protection of do

mestic industry.27

State legislatures took up the discussion and inquired into

the cause of the great depression and hard times. The legisla

ture of New York declared in 1820 that the influx of foreign

goods had destroyed the credit of many country merchants and

was breaking up our manufacturing establishments ; that thou

sands of our laborers were thrown out of employment, and that

many had become a public charge. In this way the cause of

protection continued to gather volume. Even Tammany Hall

was affected. To a large extent it drew its support from the

class of people who were thrown out of employment. In de

ference to the sentiment of these adherents , it issued an address

in 1818 favoring a moderate protective tariff, but it was later

forced by the shipping interests and merchants to return to the

advocacy of free-trade.

Other signs of the times are noticeable in the fact that 30,000

persons throughout the middle and eastern states memorialized

Congress for relief.28 In Congress stress was laid upon the

propriety of enacting legislation for the benefit of large classes

of people who were suffering from want. The tariff bill of

1820 failed , however, but this fact must be attributed not to the

triumph of the opposite principle but to the successful opposi

tion of merchants and planters who believed that their prosper

ity depended upon free-trade. The argument against the con

stitutionality of protective legislation had been mentioned be

fore but as yet had little weight. It gathered its impulse in

the South , but only after it became apparent to that section that

protection was an injurious policy in respect to her industries,

and an advantage to the remainder of the Union . The labor

side of the tariff controversy in Congress at that time is well

represented by Baldwin of Pennsylvania , who voicing the well

27 Niles ' Register, 17 : Sept. 4 , 1819.

28 Carey, op. cit., 387.
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crystallized sentiment of that state said , “ Hundreds, thousands

of our citizens are out of employment. They would add in

finitely to the nationalwealth , to our independence, and save its

resources at home if their labor was employed in converting

our raw materials into fabrics for our own use. ''29

The mechanic whose interests were not regarded as identified

with those of the manufacturer received the following fulsome

praise from another speaker. “ The cardinal interests to be

supported by the government appear to be agriculture, manu

facturing, commerce, navigation , and that of the mechanic.

. . . It is not confined to great cities, of which it forms

the bone and gristle, but has its stand of influence and respect

ability in every village and agricultural section of the nation."' 30

Echoes of the influence of panic and depression were heard in

1824 when Clay , who as the representative of the West relied

chiefly upon the homemarket argument for protection, stated ,

* The truth is, no class of society suffers more in the present

stagnation of industry than the laboring class . That is the

necessary effect of the depression of agriculture, the principal

business of the community.''31

Baldwin and Clay were spokesmen for two sections. The evi!

of unemployment was felt more heavily in the East , that of

agricultural depression in the West. Hence the former empha

sized the labor argument while the latter subordinated it to the

demand for prosperity in agriculture. That the subject of en

forced idleness was still widely exploited is clear, however, from

the remarks of Webster , who at that time was still a free

trader.32 “ We do not need work for hands," said he, “ but

hands for work. I do not find those idle hands of which the

chairman of the committee speaks. Capital solicits labor ; not

labor, capital. The mere capacity to engage in agriculture gives

our young men independence .”

The attention paid to the subject of unemployment by prom

inent partisans in the tariff controversy clearly indicates that

29 Abridgement of Debates, 6 : 607.

30 Plain Sense on National Industry, 47-48. New York, 1820.

31 Speech in Congress, March 30 -31, 1824 .

32 Ann . of Cong ., 42: 2063.
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consideration for the laborer was beginning to be necessary .

The crisis of 1819– 20 had developed a more serious side of the

growing labor problem and helped materially to pave the way

for the more complete development and evolution of the labor

argument for protection .

High WAGES OF LABOR

Turning to another side of the labor situation , we find that

protectionists had considerable difficulty in reconciling their

positions, and that the variety of economic conditions made

consistent argument difficult , at least until the various points

contributing to the argument could be carefully selected , prop

erly correlated , and then reared into a permanent structure .

A brief review here of the general facts regarding wages will

suffice to point out the line of the development and the subse

quent change in the character of the argument.

The reputed dearness of labor in the early decades of the

nineteenth century was a comparative, not an absolute, fact.

Compared with the wages paid to English and continental lab

orers, the American wages were far superior. On the other

hand, the wages paid in the United States have increased al

most steadily since 1800, progress having been interrupted only

by crises and depressions.

These high wages, the extent of which Hamilton tried to

minimize, and which manufacturers bewailed , were closely de

pendent upon the amount of free land accessible to the Ameri

can laborer . The amount of land was practically unlimited.

It could be secured on easy terms, was fertile and insured its

possessor a life of independence and a considerable competence .

The American people were accustomed to pioneer and wilder

ness conditions, hence migration to the West was not a dreaded

alternative for the larger number of laboring men of the East.

The earnings of the western lands roughly determined the wages

of labor. Consequently the price of labor was comparatively

dear. Our manufacturers were at a disadvantage . England

was the chief competitor in our own markets, and had the ad

vantage of low wages and good machinery . Furthermore she

exerted herself to retain this market, by prohibiting the ex
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portation of machinery, by stringent emigration laws, and in

other ways. High wages was a difficulty not easily counter

acted by other mitigating forces .

Wage conditions in England made it possible for that country

to place goods upon the market very cheaply . Gibbins”3 says

that between 1800 and 1845 wages for both manufacturing arti

sans and agricultural laborers were very low , that for some

thirty years the wages of weavers were often under fourteen

shillings per week and sometimes even less than five shillings,

and that from 1830 to 1845 they ranged from thirteen to seven

teen shillings for men and from seven to nine for women .

Prices for wheat were very high, and little butter, cheese, bacon ,

tea, or sugar was consumed by the working men. The rapid in

crease in her population , bad poor laws, and other causes kept

wages very low , much lower than the ordinary American man

ual laborer was willing to accept.

There were several classes of labor, however, whose rates of

wages must be distinguished from each other. These were com

mon and agricultural labor, that of women and children in

factories, that of unskilled men in mines and factories, and

that of the skilled mechanic . Even a brief survey of wage

conditions with the scattered data at our command, indicates

the appalling lack of appreciation of higher standards of life.

The high wages of the second and third decades of the century

seem contemptibly low today, yet as late as 1842 Calhoun spoke

of high wages as a drawback to the development of American

manufactures.

The wages of agricultural labor stood comparatively high in

1818 , as did that of other labor, and allowance must be made

in comparing this rate with the wages subsequently paid . Ac

cording to an estimate made in 183234 the average rate paid in

the principal New England states and New York in 1818 was

$ 10 .00 per month . In Pennsylvania , Maryland, the extreme

South , Southwest , and the far West of that day the rate was

higher, being $ 11.00 in the first state and rising as high at

$ 15 .00 in Missouri. In Virginia and North Carolina $ 6 .00 was

33Gibbins, Economic and Industrial Progress of the Century, 347.

34 Congressional Debates, 8 : 217.
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the rule, and for Ohio the paltry sum of $ 9.00 is recorded ! By

1826 wages had fallen nearly 10 per cent., every locality con

tributing to the decline. The rate continued stationary for

some years, 1830 showing but little change. The comparatively

high wages of agricultural labor of the sparsely settled states,

Missouri excepted, had, owing to increased immigration, been

slightly reduced , but Pennsylvania and New Hampshire showed

gains, while New York paid but $ 8 .00 per month . Wages in

Massachusetts seem to have risen from $ 8 .00 per month in 1815

to about $ 11.00 in the following two decades. These were high

wages compared with those paid during the latter part of the

eighteenth century. The depression of 1819 – 20 affected the

wages of farm labor, many persons having been thrown out of

employment. Clay in 1824 estimated the wage of able bodied

men at from $ 5 .00 to $ 8 . 00 per month . The daily wage was

somewhat higher, an average of $.75 being regarded as a proper

figure. It varied considerably within the same state, how

ever , and also with the seasons. Harvest wages of $ 1.12 and

board were reported in 1819. The rest of the year the rates

were much lower, often but $ .50 a day, and during the follow

ing winter no other consideration than that of board and lodg

ing was hoped for in many parts of the United States. The

general stagnation had affected agricultural as well as other

labor. As long as transportation facilities were inadequate the

farmer of the interior could not hope for high prices for his

produce nor pay wages which compared with those prevailing

in other lines of work . The subsequent opening of canals made

higher wages possible in the territory tributary to the new

waterways, and additional facilities of travel tended to raise

the wage of the farm hand. On the whole, however, the reputed

high wages of labor were high only when compared with the

price of foreign labor. In 182535 themonthly rate in England

was but $ 6.50 and that in France varied from $ 4 .00 to $ 6 .00 ,

while the price of wheat in both countries far exceeded the

American figures. Labor on the turnpikes received wages sim

ilar to those in agriculture, $.50 to $.75 per day was a cus

36 Report on the Statistics of Labor, (Mass.) , 1885 , 180 .
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tomary price about 1828 . Henry Carey estimated $ .78 to $ .80

as the usual wages of the laboring man between 1820 and 1830,

and that eleven days' labor was sufficient to obtain a quarter of

wheat, although the labor of sixteen days was required in Eng

land to secure a like quantity. Such conditions of advantage

were the cause of the complaint in regard to high wages, and

in the absence of better ideals, this view -point is easily under

stood .

The labor employed in factories received various rates of re

muneration . The transition to the factory system carried with

it a large amount of woman and child labor. The wages paid

were high enough to tempt only this class of labor into industry .

In 1812, boys of sixteen were frequently employed at no more

than $ .42 per week . The congressional committee which in 1816

investigated the cotton industry estimated the average annual

wage of the employees at $ 150. The majority of these were

women and children , so that probably a higher rate for chil

dren than the one mentioned above obtained at this time. In

183236 the operatives in this industry were paid an annual

wage of approximately $ 154 . The wages of men were estimated

at $ 5 .00 per week , those of women at $ 2.00 and of boys at $ 1.75 .

While before the advent of the factory system the ordinary

price of women 's labor was $ 3 .00 and less per month ,and board,

now it was more than doubled . From $ 1.75 to $ 2.00 per week

were the prevailing rates for women during the thirties and by

1840 even boys received as much as $ 2.00 and board, - a figure

considerably higher than that formerly paid .

The investigation of industrial conditions in Philadelphia in

181937 revealed rates of wages which in 1816 varied from

$ 3 .1212 to $ 9.00 per week and averaged $ 6.20. The lowest wage

was paid in the woolen industry, while in the textiles, in gen

eral, the lower rates prevailed. Male adult labor, however, re

ceived as much as $ 7.50 per week in certain cotton factories, al

though the average here was considerably less, being perhaps

about $ 5 .00 during the second and third decades of the century .

Yet free -traders pointed assiduously to the reputed dearness of

36 Carey , H . C . Essay on Rate of Wages, 69.

37 Address before Phila . Society for the Promotion of Domestic Industries, 11.
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labor, claiming that wages were 100 per cent. higher here than

in England , thus making competition in manufactures im

possible .

The iron industry in Pennsylvania employed a large number of

men and with its increasing importance became implicated in the

tariff discussion . About 182038 the wages paid to the iron oper

atives varied but little from $200 per annum . Similar statistics

for certain New York establishments indicate a yearly wage of

about $250, but other states yielded less favorable results. By

1832 wages had risen and an average of $300 per year was re

ported. Figures based upon the census returns of 1840,39 how

ever, indicate that the average wages paid in that year had

reached a per capita total of $ 365 . Wages in the coal industry

were a matter of some importance in view of the controversy

over the duties on coal. In the spring of 183640 miners received

$ 7.00 per week and owing to extraordinary competition for

men the rate subsequently rose to $ 2.50 and $ 3.00 per day .

Foreign workmen were promised at least $ 1 .00 per day for

every working day in the year if they would come to America

and enter the mines. Thus it appears that the price of labor in

the coal mines corresponded closely to the wages paid in the

iron industry .

The wages of mechanics, many of whom took strong ground

for protection during the first period of active protectionism ,un

derwent considerable variation during the same time. Henry

Carey41 estimated the wages of carpenters and bricklayers in

the years 1783–90 at from $ .621/2 to $ .75 per day, but in 1834

the wages of the former were $ 1.121/2 to $ 1.25 , and of the lat

ter $ 1. 37 to $ 1.50 per day, although the average price of wheat

was less in the later period than before. Pittsburg shoemakers

in 1815 received from $ 9 to $ 12 per week and paid $ 2 to $ 3 for

board . In 1818 mechanics — carpenters , blacksmiths, cabinet

makers — and tailors about Philadelphia received from $ 9 .00 to

$ 11.25 per week . The persons employed in the more necessary

38 Digest of Accounts of Manufacturing Establishments. 1823.

39 Convention of Home Industry. 1842.

40 24th Cong., 2d Sess. ; Sen . Docs., 1 , No. 59 .

41 Carey, H . C ., Essay on Rate of Wages, 26 .
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trades were well paid , but others fared less favorably , thus oc

casioning important migration for want of sufficient employ

ment. The extensive building before the crisis of 1837 operated

to enhance the wages of carpenters and allied trades, many of

whom were securing $ 2.00 per day. The crisis,“? however, seri

ously affected the earning power of large numbers of our

laborers and mechanics, thus paving the way for a renewed de

mand for higher wages. With carpenters and masons enjoying

wages 50 per cent. higher than those paid in England, the Amer

ican mechanic had a decided economic advantage but furnished

the selfseeking manufacturer an adequate basis for complaint.

In spite of predictions to the contrary the price of labor was

higher in 1840 than at the beginning of the century. The move

ment of prices was, on the whole, favorable and thus con

tributed to an increased real wage for the laborer. The in

creasing facilities for agriculture coupled with better machinery

accelerated the steady rise of wages. Farm labor was affected

by the growth of manufacturing industry, which apparently

tended to increase the wages of the former. The comfortable

wages paid in industrial sections point to that result. The free

lands of America , on the other hand, gave us one incalculable

advantage over Europe, and made it impracticable to pursue

any industry which could not afford high wages unless unnat

ural conditions interfered or protective legislation was adopted .

Henry Carey, writing in 1835, recognizes the comparative dear

ness of labor in America. He further points out its greater

productivity and maintains that our female factory employees

received higher wages than the average amount paid to men ,

women and children in the English cotton mills. Yet in com

paring the various classes of laborers with those in England

he finds a smaller advantage in our favor than do the ardent

free-traders of the same period.43 The crisis of 1837, however,

threatened the high wage of the American laborer, and the

miserable conditions prevalent in England depressed the wages

of her operatives to shamefully low levels. The contrast be

tween the two countries was accentuated , and not only our

42 Log Cabin , Sept. 26 , 1840 .

43 Carey , H . C ., op . cit., 81.
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superiority emphasized, but the necessity of our retaining a high

standard for our working men was duly insisted upon . In ad

dition to wage rates already given, paper manufacturers now

paid $6 .00 to $ 9 .00 per week , and the average wage in cordage

establishments in Massachusetts was $ 1.06 per day. Our glass

workers received much higher wages than the prevailing rates

abroad. English testimony shows that, in some cases, the wages

of man , wife, and two children , all engaged in the cotton indus

try, were about equivalent to the sum obtained by a well paid

female operative in America where high wages were receiving

greater appreciation . The fact that wages were higher in the

North than in the South vitally affected the tariff question .

While $ 20.00 to $ 25 .00 was paid per month by northern opera

tors , $ 15 .00 only was paid in the South for similar work . The

free labor of the North was receiving good wages , while southern

labor, suffering from an obsolete industrial system , was placed

at a disadvantage. A comparison with the prices of foreign

labor therefore became more complicated and explains in part

the divergent views held upon this question .

To summarize, it is apparent that the wages of mechanics were

highest ; that the early dearess of labor had not abated , but

was gradually increasing ; that female employees and children

were gaining ground ; while agricultural labor, although prac

tically stationary during the third decade, subsequently im

proved its condition. Relatively high wages was a fact, hence

the tariff could not leave it out of consideration . These facts

were responsible for certain definite results . First, only those

industries could succeed in America whose productivity was

very great, and in which , therefore, high wages could be paid .

Our machinery must be good and our labor skillful, otherwise

competition would be impossible . In both cases we experienced

considerable difficulty . Second, cheaper labor was used wher

ever possible, thus introducing women and children into the

factories , and encouragement was given to the immigration of

labor from abroad , especially that possessing some degree of

skill. Consequently the actual rate of wages paid was of less im

portance in tariff discussion than the relation between wages

here and abroad .
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IMMIGRATION

The defects in our industrial system were so great that skilled

labor from abroad was heartily welcomed. As we have already

stated, America had certain disadvantages, one of them being

a dearth of hands skilled in certain industries which we desired

to develop but which so far had not been vigorously prosecuted

on that account. The immigration of skilled mechanics and

artisans from abroad was earnestly sought to fill up this gap

in American industry .

Tench Coxe in his summary of the manufacturing industry,

pointed to the fact that no branch of manufactures received so

large an accession of foreign workmen as the woolen industry,

because the raw material and its manufacture were so universal

in Europe. Progress in this industry was especially hoped for

through further immigration . In 1816 woolen manufacturers,

in petition to Congress , again suggested the advantage of de

velopment along these lines. After indicating the gain result

ing from the employment of classes unfitted for agricultural

pursuits, they called attention to the importance in this indus

try of valuable foreigners who at homehad been solely engaged

in manufacturing. The fact that England had attracted immi

grants in former years and through them built up a number of

her own industries was cited as an example of our possibilities.

Artisans and skilled laborers were needed , and as late as 1827

Secretary Rush said that under a proper manufacturing system

we might reasonably expect to see a new class of immigrants

coming to the United States ; that not only unemployed jour

neymen from foreign work-shops but master manufacturers with

capital would come and that they would stimulate our industry

and hasten our progress.44 Matthew Carey,45 writing at the

time of great depression, feelingly expresses a similar view in

the following words: “ Thousands and tens of thousands of

artists,mechanics , and manufacturers, with talents beyond price

and many of them with handsome capitals, escaped from misery

44 Report on Finance, 1815 - 1828 , 404.

45 Carey, M ., Olive Branch, 238 -9 .
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and oppression in Europe and fled to our shores as a land of

promise where they expected to find room for the exercise of

their industry and talents . They sought employment at their

usual occupations. None was to be found. Numerous instances

have occurred of cotton weavers and clothiers, etc., who have

sawed and piled wood in our cities and some of them have

broken stones on our turnpikes for little more than a bare sub

sistence. Many hundreds have returned home, heartbroken and

lamenting their folly . . . . Many of those who have been un

able to return , rendered desperate by distress and misery, have

proved injurious to the country to which they might have pro

duced the most eminent advantages .” As spokesmen and friends

of American industry, both Rush and Carey point plainly to one

of our difficulties and disadvantages, and in so doing suggest

the connection between the protective tariff and the encourage

ment of immigration .

Our early immigration was not extensive and England re

tarded it somewhat. Her laws allowed vessels from Great

Britain and Ireland to carry to our shores only one passenger

for every five tons burden , but it was permissible to carry a

passenger for every two tons burden if the vessel were bound

for other ports than our own. This law did no great amount of

injury , for the immigration of the first quarter of the century

was largely English and Irish , and the law was subsequently

repealed . Wewelcomed these men and societies were organized

to take care of newly arrived immigrants even before the close

of the eighteenth century . It was for economic reasons mainly

that we desired this addition to our population , and the first

objections to immigration were based upon political grounds.

But the problem of the establishment of manufacturing indus

tries was to be partially solved by inducing foreigners to come

among us, and the tariff was to be used as a means to that end .

As for the occasional labor which might be employed in man

ufacturing, a word may be profitably added . Industry was still

in a state of instability. Many important features of the old

domestic system were still retained . A large proportion of the

labor was not continuously employed in the same industry and

many were idle when they might have been advantageously em
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ployed. Such a waste seemed needless, and ardent friends of

manufactures hoped to utilize this economic power. In 1816

the regular employees in the woolen industry were estimated at

50,000 and those occasionally employed at the same number.

The ratio here given is quite significant and indicates another

source of labor.46 The small factories and the prevailing desire

of the majority for pecuniary advancement accentuated this

species of employment, and made possible the argument used by

Hamilton and by later protectionists. Never a very strong argu

ment, however, it soon lost its force as economic conditions

changed and sharper differentiation among laboring and indus

trial classes took place. Still this argument of occasional labor

cannot be entirely neglected , for the woolen industry, which

later became the subject of considerable tariff legislation , de

pended partly upon this particular kind of labor .

In conclusion it is clear that a general scarcity of labor pre

vailed in the manufacturing industry . Agriculture and com

merce had made extreme demands on the labor supply. The

unfortunate depression after the War of 1812, however, so dis

arranged industry that an excessive amount of unemployment

obtained for a number of years. The ideals of the times were

such that the people instead of disapproving of woman and

child labor, not only favored but encouraged it. Its importance

in the cotton industry cannot be overlooked. The same is true

of the irregular labor engaged in the woolen manufactories . The

bearing of the need of skilled artisans and mechanics, of the

demand for better machinery, and of the encouragement given

to immigration , must also be considered in discussing this side

of the tariff question .

Finally , the fact of high wages stands out pre-eminent. In

spite of unemployment and crises and the temporary depression

of wages caused by these conditions, a normal wage compara

tively high continued to maintain itself. Actual wages tended

to approximate to this standard which was far above that of

European countries and hence gave our manufacturers consid

erable trouble .

46 Address before Philadelphia Society for the Promotion of Domestic Industry ,

86 .
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The facts and conditions above named, differing for different

sections, added to the chaos of argument in respect to the pro

tective tariff. With emphasis, however, placed upon the subject

of wages , and with a more consistent correlation of the other

difficulties in respect to labor, the way was prepared for the

evolution of the labor argument — which is to be traced in the

subsequent pages.
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CHAPTER III

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LABOR ARGUMENT

TO 1824 .

Having concluded the survey of the fundamental facts and

conditions upon which the argument was based , let us turn to

the development which the argument itself underwent at the

hands of protectionists. The attitude of their opponents and the

changing character of their position must likewise be consid

ered in order to enable us to understand and to explain the evo

lution of the labor argument for protection .

In the preliminary tariff struggle of 1816 the subject of labor

was given little attention , except in relation to that of women and

children and of persons who would probably not give all of their

time to other industries. Protection to cotton , however, served

to accentuate this phase of labor. The demoralization of this in

dustry was a heavy blow to progress in manufacturing enter

prises. The quasi-protection which it had received during the

long period of political turmoil in Europe having been sud

denly withdrawn, it was forced to fall back upon its inherent

power to maintain itself. The rapid advancement which the

introduction of machinery had afforded gave strength to the

cotton industry , and the preponderance of women and children

in the mills, together with the comparatively low wages paid

them , also operated in its favor. The employment of this labor

having been permitted, and having risen to considerable pro

portions, it became difficult to permit the collapse of this in

dustry, not only for the sake of the capital invested, but also

on account of the fact that the labor employed was the least

independent. Protectionists scored a vietory at a point where

opposition was apt to be least concentrated and persistent, but
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it opened the way for the advent of an entire protective system .

The apparent advantage in securing and continuing a form of

labor unfitted for agricultural pursuits, and which would not

be drawn from that industry, was very great. General senti

ment favored economic development. The idea of restriction

had little root, and protection to cotton was not regarded as a

purely restrictive measure.

Although Calhoun and others had defended the manufactur

ing system , the subject was still unsettled and strong opposi

tion continued to appear. The system was denounced as in

trinsically injurious and pernicious in its effect. The agricul

tural and commercial interests were politically the more pow

erful and were reluctant to permit the introduction of a third

claimant. The nature of this opposition is aptly expressed in the

following extract from a speech delivered in Congress in 1821.1

“ It is not to be wondered at that the advocates for the suprem

acy of the General Government should defend a policy which

is calculated to aggrandize it by creating a new class of de

pendents, but it is greatly to be wondered at that the friends

of States ' Rights should ever have defended it. It can only be

because they have not fully perceived its certain consequence .

It is believed that no candid mind can fail to perceive that the

effect of the manufacturing and its kindred systems will be to

transfer a great portion of the wealth of the agriculturists to the

other classes. If wealth is thus transferred so are the means of

education , of knowledge, and consequently of power. The great

influence which the manufacturers, scattered as they will be

over the whole face of the country , must acquire will leave the

agriculturists little hope that if they once assent to their system

it will ever be revoked. Among the means by which their in

fluence in the government must be increased , the facility which

they must derive from our popular modes of election , of direct

ing the suffrages of the persons they employ, is not the least

worthy of consideration . This apprehension is not diminished

by the consideration that their dependents, as we are told , will

consist principally of foreigners. Nor is it desirable to under

sell foreign manufacturers ; for in order to do so, we must not

1 Ann . of Cong., 37 : 1678 -79.
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only equal them in skill, machinery, ingenuity, industry , etc.,

but we must equal them in human degradation and wretched

ness. Wemust drive our laborers from the fields to those dismal

and demoralizing abodes where they sink into hopeless stupidity

and penury ; where health and morals frequently become vic

tims to hard labor and to the laws of poverty and hunger. ”

Closely akin to this view was that of Barbour of Virginia,?

who claimed that the manufacturer has no source of revenue

but his labor, which he must constantly sell to a master ; that

not his own will but the will of his master was the rule of his

conduct ; that his condition was one of servility while that of

the agriculturist is one of independence ; and that physically the

former is inferior. He argued that the interests of agriculture

are identified with those of the community, while those of the

manufacturer are not. Why should a class be created in society

whose interests are opposed to those of the rest of society ? We

should not imitate Europe. Because she has been successful in

manufacturing enterprise is no reason why we, with our com

paratively sparse population , should attempt to follow a similar

course .

These opinions are but typical expressions of the views of those

who persistently opposed the introduction of the factory system .

Others continued to argue along similar lines . In 1831 the

popular demonstrations in favor of protection were, rightly

or wrongly , ascribed to undue influence exerted by protection

ists, while the condition of the operatives at Lowell and else

where wasmade the subject of attacks upon the manufacturing

system .

Two main objections thus appear against manufacturing :

first, the possibility that its development would eventually

cause the political subordination of agriculture and of commerce.

In this field of activity it was not to be trusted and it would

attempt to tear down the original industries of the nation . It

was feared that the laborers would be dependent upon the mas

ter manufacturer to such an extent that their political connec

tions would also reflect their employer's views instead of their

2 Abridgement of Debates of Congress, 6 : 637.
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own. It was claimed that the men would be driven to the polls

and forced to vote in obedience to the wishes of their masters ,

and that their political independence would be sacrificed .

The other objection was based on moral grounds. This was

urged at the very outset even before the factory system was

established . In 1803 artisans and manufacturers of Philadelphia

were sufficiently agitated over the charge that manufacturing

industry was a breeder of vice vigorously to deny it in their

petition to Congress. Furthermore they pointed to conditions

in Europe where, according to their claim , crime was far more

prevalent in commercial than in manufacturing towns. Pro

tectionists defended the condition of the factory girls and at

tempted to minimize its disagreeable and unwholesome features.

Placed upon the defensive, they refused to concede the disadvan

tages of the factory system . Again in 1827 the secretary of the

treasury denied that rational moral grounds for objections to

manufactures existed , nor would he admit that they led to phys

ical deterioration .3 Pointing to Europe he said that the most en

lightened , opulent, and powerful nations there had the greatest

proportion of manufacturers to other classes, and that those

countries having an undue predominance of agricultural popu

lation were the poorest.

The struggle against the factory system on these grounds

virtually ceased before 1830 and no important objections to the

natural growth of manufactures were urged. Economic condi

tions were forcing a rapid development of this industry, and the

formation of a laboring class could not be prevented. It be

cameuseless to struggle against it. The best that could be hoped

for was the prevention of an unnatural increase of this class

by removing the artificial stimulations to industry. Other

grounds than moral and political objections then necessarily

became the bases of the more effective lines of argument against

the protective tariff.

From the very beginning of the tariff controversies the fact

of high wages gave the protectionists a vast amount of trouble .

They had attempted to meet the difficulty and still continued

* Report on Finance, 1815– 28 , 390 .
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in part to do so by urging the advisability of employing other

than the ordinary labor engaged in the principal industries.

This, however, did not suffice, and it became necessary to meet

directly the contention that the wages of American labor were

so high that our capital could not compete with that of foreign

countries. Some of the objections, for example , made by free

traders to the system were enumerated by Matthew Carey as

follows :

The demoralizing effects of manufactures.

Injurious interference with commerce .

High rate of wages.

Vacant lands ought first to be settled.

In refutation of the claim that the price of labor was too high

to permit successful manufacturing in the United States, he

urged several important considerations : first, that numerous

branches of manufacturing, in which manual labor alone was

employed, had in consequence of public patronage arrived at

perfection and prospered for many years ; e. g ., hats, boots,

shoes , paper, books, etc. Of these products more than three

fourths of our consumption was supplied by the American man .

ufacturer. Second , that even if labor were dear the objection

would not apply to industries which employed considerable ma

chinery, especially when the cheapness and advantage of our

water power is given due weight. Third, that those industries

employing the most machinery, aided by cheap labor and differ

ing least from industries abroad needed protection . Finally, that

the wages paid in England were, in many branches of industry,

as high as those in America. In this connection he showed

that the average wages of journeymen artisans and manufact

urers in London were rated at thirty shillings per week , in other

English towns at twenty-six shillings, and that boys of ten years

and girls from twelve to fourteen years could almost maintain

themselves. On the other hand, he pointed to the general un

employment of the period, to the fact that largenumbers of people

were at that time, ( 1821), working for their board alone, and to

the enormous increase of paupers in New York and Philadel

phia.

* Carey, M ., Essays on Political Economy, 430 ff .
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These were formidable objections to the high -wage argument

of the free-trader, but they were exceptionally strong and effect

ive during the years of depression and up to the year 1824

when the tariff was revised in favor of protection . During the

tariff debate of 1820 perhaps the greatest objection to protec

tion , as far as the laboring classes were concerned , was based

on the moral and political grounds of opposition already men

tioned . The high price of labor was made less prominent than

in prosperous times although protectionists were given both

horns of the dilemma; that if wages were not higher here than

abroad there was no need of protection , and if they were higher,

then other industries must bemore profitable .

By 1824 the tariff question had become more prominent. The

West was solidly in favor of protection . The agricultural inter

ests favored it, because they were searching for a market for

their products, and the home-market argument was the strongest

one that could be urged . The South had become strongly free

trade in sentiment, and believed that protection was a device

to enrich the North at her expense . New England was almost

evenly divided , the anti-tariff men having a smallmajority. New

York and Pennsylvania were quite solidly for protection .

The importance of labor now began to assume greater propor- -

tions, as is natural with the increase of the laboring class. The

high wages paid to labor again became the subject of heated con--

troversy . An increase of the duty on iron was one of the objects:

that protectionists sought. Fuller ofMasschusetts, in discussing

this feature of the proposed bill, claimed that in the manufacture:

of iron our greatest expense was for labor , that no improved ma

chinery could be made serviceable as a substitute for labor,

and that for a century to come the population of our country

could not reach such a state of redundancy as materially to re

duce the rate of wages. Consequently success in manufacturing

enterprise would be entirely out of the question .

McDuffie of South Carolina , who continued to figure for two

decades in tariff debates, argued that, “ In all those manufactures

which principally result from manual labor ; such, for example ,

o Ann. of Cong., 42: 1706.
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as iron — the high price of labor here , which is themost conclusive

evidence of our prosperity, renders it impossible that we can

maintain a competition with foreigners.'°8 Our machinery, he

said , was inferior ; our capital dearer; and our experiment in the

cotton industry gave little evidence of the value of protection .

He made sport of the alleged unemployment which his oppo

nents claimed prevailed in many parts of the country. All the

idlers needed to do was to “ go to work." It was ridiculous to

speak of wages at 1272 cents per day. Even in the poorest

portions of the country, he would guarantee at least 50 cents

per day. It was not distress but discontent which troubled our

people . " The admitted fact that a common laborer in this

country receives double the wages that a common laborer in the

most favored nation of Europe receives, and labors little more

than half the time, conclusively demonstrates the impolicy of

protecting by duties those manufactures of the price of which

labor is the principal constituent. ”

Webster , at that time the chief representative of the commer

cial interests of New England , in a powerful speech on the

tariff touched the same subject. Speaking of the alleged exist

ence of idle hands, he said , “ The price of labor is a conclusive

and unanswerable argument to the idea. It is known to be

higher with us than in any other civilized state and this is

the greatest proof of all proofs of general happiness." Repiy

ing to the statement that Swedish serfs make iron for us at

seven cents a day, he asked whether we had any labor in this

country that could not be better employed than in a business

which did not yield the laborer more than seven cents a day .

The real question was, could we produce the article in a useful

state at the same cost or nearly so . The manufacture of iron

was an unproductive business and we were not poor enough

to be obliged to follow it . It would cost us precisely what we

could least afford ; that is, great labor. The manual labor of a

country was limited and could not be suddenly increased. Ma.

chinery would do something to supply the deficiency but it was

quite inadequate. Should we buy this iron and let our laborers

Ibid ., 2407 ff .

7 Ibid ., 2062 fr .
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9 .

earn their greater reward or employ our labor in this line and

tax the consumer for the loss sustained ? In this speech , Web

ster struck deeply into the heart of the protection argument.

He pointed out the economic difficulties in the way of successful

manufacturing, and indicated the gain which would result from

a free-trade policy .

Barbour spoke in a similar vein and declared that our high

wages showed that other pursuits than the iron industry were

more profitable if manufactures were unable to pay that rate.

High wages, if business continued , meant prosperity ; for labor

ers were in the majority .

An argument of a slightly different nature was that urged

by Rankin .8 He opposed protection to manufactures, one of his

objections being the injury that would be inflicted on laborers

in other industries. He said there were 40,000 seamen , and that

the shipwrights, boat builders, sail makers,chandlers, etc., whose

labor depended upon prosperity in commerce numbered 250,000

or 290,000 in all. The interests of these men were at stake.

The new system , even according to the speaker and with its

possibilities greatly exaggerated , would not employ more than

500,000 men . Besides this a loss of $ 7,000 ,000 of revenue would

be incurred. Then addressing himself to the causes which deter

mine the rate of wages, he added : “ The price of labor is gov

erned by the price for which the inferior soil can be cultivated ,

where they are compelled to cultivate such soil. The American

farmer can, with the same labor, grow more grain than the

farmer of any other nation . He can better afford to pay

from 20 to 50 per cent. on goods of foreign manufacture than

have his attention directed from agriculture to domestic manu

factures. This state of things will pass away, when our popu

lation becomes too dense to be supported by the cultivation of

the best soil, and to be employed in commerce . Whenever that

period arrives, we are then and not until then prepared for

manufacturing.'

Williams of North Carolina and Poinsett both pointed to the

condition of the English laborer.' The effects upon him of

8 Ibid ., 2010 ff.

• Ibid ., 2115 , 2247.
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manufacturing were extremely deplorable. Laborers worked

from 14 to 17 hours per day. Wages were low , and when the

laborers were thrown out of employment it was difficult to secure

work again owing to the division of labor which prevailed and

fitted a man for one kind of work only . The laborers were

limited to a vegetable diet and extremes of wealth and of pov

erty were being produced by England's tariff laws. The poor,

not the rich should be protected !

The contest was not confined to Congress, but the tariff was

discussed by newspapers , publicists, merchants , manufacturers,

and academic men . In argument and theory, however, they did

not differ from the discussions in Congress. Thomas Cooper of

South Carolina was one of the most ardent opponents of pro

tection . On several occasions he wrote exhaustive economic

discussions of the tariff question and replied in full vigor to

the protectionist arguments based on high wages and unem

ployment.

Turning to the protectionist side of the controversy, we find

that the argument in respect to labor is again emphasized and

along lines similar to those advocated in previous tariff debates.

Matthew Carey, as we have seen , denied the existence of high

wages or tried to minimize their effect, but he did not favor a

reduction of wages. However, there were those who saw in the

lower prices for land and labor during the period of great de

pression , a greater opportunity for manufacturing industry to

secure a foothold. The incentive to migrate westward was less

while wages were at a lower level and more nearly within the

ability of the manufacturers to pay

Industry had rallied since the years 1819–20. Prices were bet

ter, and wages had risen again , but those of argicultural labor

had gained very slowly . A writerlo in 1825 declared that the

farmers and their laborers had been for years in a state of ruin

and misery ; only a single year had elapsed since they began to

emerge from this state ; and that the wages of the agricultural

laborer were yet little more than half those of manufacturing

laborers. Conditions were not uniform throughout the coun

20 Blackwood's Magazine, May, 1825.
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try . Transportation facilities were poor, and the immobility of

labor and capital made distress possible in parts of the country

while prosperity abounded elsewhere. Manufactures had made

rapid progress in certain sections. The industry was growing

rapidly in New England and in some of the middle states,

especially Pennsylvania . · Small plants too had been established

in many parts of the West, thus furnishing a small home market

for the farmer. But this was insufficient, and the agricultural

interests, clamoring for a homemarket by means of the estab

lishment of domestic manufactures, stoutly stood for a higher

tariff. It was these interests which carried the day and secured

the passage of the act of 1824 .

Clay was the most powerful representative of the West and

of the home market idea, but had to face all points of contro

versy in the tariff question . He emphasized the distress and pre

vailing hard times, especially those undergone by the people

of the West, and lamented their misfortunes . In answer to the

high wages argument usually made by free -traders, he replied :

“ The alleged fact of high wages is not admitted. The truth is ,

no class of society suffers more in the present stagnation of

business than the laboring class. That is a necessary effect of

the depression of agriculture, the principal business of the com

munity. The wages of able bodied men vary from $ 5 to $ 8

per month, and such has been the want of employment in some

parts of the Union , that instances have not been infrequent of

men working merely for themeansof present subsistence. If the

fact were true that the wages of labor are high , I deny the cor

rectness of the argument founded upon it. The argument as

sumes that natural labor is the principal element in the business

of manufacturing. Inventions and machinery have produced

a new era in the last few years."'11 He admitted that formerly

the argument had great weight, but with the tremendous ad

vance in the line of new machinery , labor had lost its former im

portance as an item of cost. Therefore the contention of his

opponents had little value at the present time.

Wood of New York claimed that hands in sufficient number

could be found to fill the establishments that would be erected

' 11 Ann , of Cong., 42 : 1973.
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for some time to come, and that the number would increase as

they would be required for new employment.12 In addition to

this expression of optimism , however, he argued that the price

of labor was relative, that it must be considered in proportion

to the compensation obtained for other employments, and that

the advent ofmachinery had done away with most of the differ

ence. The additional price of goods would , on the other hand,

not be an advantage for the manufacturer merely . The farmer

would get part of the benefit in higher prices for the raw

material, the laborer in higher wages and the manufacturer

would get ordinary profits only .

Even Benton, from beyond the Mississippi— a friend of the

homemarket idea - urged the development of manufactures and

saw no danger in it for the American workingman.13 Clay had

in 1820 spoken of the disinclination of many to emigrate to the

West, and of the field this fact offered in the East for manu

facturing industry . Benton 's argument differed from this but

had a similar end in view . He contended that too large a pro

portion of our population was employed in agriculture ; that a

surplus of agricultural products existed ; that no market for

these goods was forthcoming ; that manufacturing had advan

tages here ; and that attending circumstances were such as to

save us from the demoralizing effects occasioned by similar

establishments elsewhere. In other words, Benton pointed out

the need of the growth of a manufacturing population , or labor

ing class , but depreciated the moral degradation which the op

ponents of protection asserted would necessarily accompany

an extensive manufacturing system . On the other hand, eastern

men quite naturally and logically exaggerated the disadvantages

of migration to the wilderness, while hoping for the establish

ment of a manufacturing system to prevent the continued exodus

from the East.

Protectionists furthermore emphasized the argument of un

employment wherever possible. The affected regions were wont

to place stress upon this point. Factory districts which had not

yet completely recovered cried out for aid . The tariff men of

12 Ibid ., 2081.

13 Ibid ., 41: 693.
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Philadelphia again pointed out the need of protection , after

calling attention to closed factories and unemployed labor.

Weavers in New York protested against the importation of

British goods, and the mechanics of the larger cities demanded

a greater degree of protection . 14

The foregoing brief review of the principal arguments made

in 1824 and previously in relation to the labor side of the tariff

controversy , will serve to indicate the general nature of the

problem , the economic conditions which obtained , and the points

of departure for the subsequent development of the positions of

the contending parties . It should be noted that free-traders had

elaborated the following arguments :

1 . The high wages paid in America preclude success in manu

facturing industry.

2. The rate of wages is determined by the possible earnings

of our western lands.

3. The application of highly paid labor to manufactures is

an added cost to the consumer.

4 . Our deficiency in machinery is too great a disadvantage to

justify protective measures.

5 . With the increase of population , according to the principles

of Malthusianism , wages will eventually decline and then manu

facturing can be successfully carried on .

6 . The factory life of English workmen has made them a

menace morally and politically, has injured them physically,

and caused them to lead a wretched existence. America should

not desire the addition of a similar population .

7 . The interests of laborers in other industries should not be

sacrificed in order to introduce a new industry .

8 . The West offers a more inviting and profitable field for our

workmen and as long as vacant lands exist the idea of consider

able unemployment is absurd . There is, or can be, no large idle

population.

On the other hand the contentions of protectionists may be

briefly summarized under the following heads :

1 . Manufacturing industry can secure considerable labor force

14 McMaster, History of the People of the United States, 5 : 85 .
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through the employment of women , children , and such labor as

can turn from its regular employment during periods of inter

mission . This argument was urged by Hamilton, Matthew

Carey and others.

2 . The rate of wages in America is not so high as is commonly

assumed . When compared with that of Great Britain , the dif

ference is not so great.

3 . Our rapid advancement in the perfection of machinery

minimizes the influence of high wages.

4 . A large number of American workmen are out of employ

ment. A higher tariff would secure work for them .

5. Manufactures would give employment to person's who dis

liked to migrate westward.

6 . A large number of foreign immigrants , possessing skill of

various sorts , would be attracted to our shores , and they would

assist in developing and diversifying American industry .

7 . The transition of labor from agriculture to manufacturing

would increase our home market and enhance our general pros

perity.
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CHAPTER IV

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LABOR ARGUMENT

AFTER 1824

The early protection period was preeminently the one during

which protection to capital was both the actual and ' ostensible

purpose of tariff legislation . Labor interests were involved but

they influenced the current of events very little. They were

passive factors subject to legislation , not active forces determin

ing it. The tariff discussions ending with the Compromise of

1833, which concluded active controversy for a period, however ,

gave increasing attention to this phase of the subject .

Toward the close of the third decade of the century the public

land question became increasingly involved in our tariff dis

cussions. The Foote Resolution was an incident showing the

connection between the two problems. The struggle of the

western states for economic and political power had important

bearings. Their increasing fight for preemption laws and a

reduction in the price of lands was a significant fact. The

West grew with tremendous rapidity, however, before these

favors were granted ; and drew a large part of its rapidly in

creasing population from New England and other eastern states.

The latter were compelled to content themselves with a com

paratively slow growth and they began to see the dawn of a

new era when political predominance should be wrested from

them and placed in the hands of the states of the West. Manu

factures had made remarkable strides in the East, still the op

portunities of the West lured men away. The labor supply was

deserting the factory for the farm . The eastern states were

quite solidly opposed to the legislation in respect to public lands

favored by the western states. The latter were gaining too fast
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in population . By 1820 Ohio had outstripped Massachusetts.

During the following decade the North Atlantic states gained

27 .5 per cent. but the North Central states 86.5 per cent. The

New England states and New Jersey were slowly lagging be

hind. The South Atlantic states likewise were growing slowly.

Hence to prevent the eastern states from becoming eclipsed, it

was found necessary for them to hold their population . The

manufacturing states believed the tariff would accomplish this

end.

No one has stated this position more frankly than the ardent

protectionist, Vr. Rush, Secretary of the Treasury, whom we

have already quoted . In his Annual Report (1827) he says:

“ The ratio of capital to population should if possible be kept

on the increase. When this takes place the demand and com

pensation for labor will be proportionately increased and the

condition of the numerous classes of the community become im

proved . . . . The manner in which the remote lands of

the United States are selling and settling, whilst it may possibly

tend to increase more quickly the aggregate population of the

country and the mere means of subsistence, does not increase

capital in the same proportion . The creation of capital is re

tarded rather than accelerated by the diffusion of a thin popu

lation over a great surface of soil. The further encouragement

of manufactures by legislative means would be but a counter

balance and at most a partial one to the encouragement of agri

culture by legislative means, standing out in the very terms

upon which the public lands are sold .”

As august a body of men as those composing the Convention

of Friends of American Industry held at New York in 1831

dared to give expression to similar sentiments. In their mem

orial to Congress they expressly stated that the establishment

of domestic manufactures had the effect of restraining emigra

tion from the settled to the unsettled parts of the country ; that

a protective policy would enable men to invest their capital and

labor in manufactures at home instead of being compelled to

1 Report on Finance, 1815 -28, 405.

: Cong . Lelatre, 8 : Appendix , 126.
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emigrate and to occupy themselves in clearing land ; that the

tide of emigration would be checked throughout the settled parts

of the Union and the population become more consolidated .

At the same time they declared themselves as not opposed to the

growth and prosperity of the West, and that the pursuit of

agriculture alone was not conducive to the greatest prosperity .

Besides there were other disadvantages to the people of the

western states if their industry should remain undiversified .

The same ideas took form and received expression in Congress

itself. The real animus of the argument, however, was more

hostile to the West than appears upon the surface.

The dispersion of our population was regarded as mischievous

because it tended to weaken the East and add to the growth and

power of the West. A protective policy which would equalize

conditions so as to enable the eastern manufacturer to pay the

wages demanded by the laborer , who would otherwise go West,

received the strong adherence of the states principally affected .

No wonder then that eastern protectionists were largely opposed

to a liberal land policy , and that the latter drew upon the free

traders for much of the support it received .

This effort to swell the laboring population of the manufact

uring states so as to permit the rapid growth of industry there,

aroused the anger of western men . Anxious to develop their

states, they looked with disfavor upon the retardation of emi

gration . Benton , who in 1824 had made an appeal for the lab

oring classes ; who had stated that the laborer should receive

a reasonable price for his labor and be enabled to procure the

comforts of life and to educate his family ; and who had con

ceded the disinclination of many to migrate to the unsettled

portions of the country, now attacked the motives and prin

ciples of the protectionists who uttered sentiments such as those

expressed above. Hewas opposed to methods which would pre

vent the free development of the West. Benton 's attitude was

a typical one, and western men , although the majority still re

mained protectionists, began to analyze the sectional aspects of

the tariff question more closely. They were especially con

cerned with the disposal of our labor supply and while eastern
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manufacturers were desirous of retaining it, the western men ,

on the other hand, were anxious to attract it to the fertile lands

of the new states.

The intrusion of this phase of the tariff controversy indicates

in a measure the straits in which manufacturers found them

selves at the time of the tariff of 1828 and 1832. Many of them

were under the necessity of reducing wages or shutting down

their establishments unless timely protective duties came to

their support . This pressure, in part , intensified opposition

to western emigration, for the latter only accentuated the diffi

culties.

The arguments for and against protection continued to de

velop along the lines already indicated , although signs of change

began to appear. The hope of protectionists that their policy

would continue to attract immigrants still possessed vitality.

Madison believed this to be a strong point and expressed him

self to that effect. After declaring that protection called labor

from the more to the less profitable industry , he remarked :

“ It loses that character in proportion to the effect of the en

couragement of attracting skillful laborers from abroad . Some

thing of this kind has already taken place among ourselves and

much more of it is in prospect. It appears, indeed , from the

general history of manufacturing industry, that the prompt

and successful introduction of it in new situations has been the

result of emigrating from countries in which manufactures had

gradually grown up to a prosperous state." 3 He then instanced

the migration from Greece to Italy , from Italy to Spain , and

from Flanders to England as proofs of his assertion . Even the

Free-trade Convention of 1831 spoke of “ the inducement it

(protection ) may have afforded to some skillful artists and

operatives to emigrate.”

Protectionists resented the term “ restrictionists ” applied to

them , and naturally so when one considers their attempt to

utilize a greater labor force than would otherwise be employed.

In this connection the results which the textile industries secured

3 Letter of Madison to Jos. C . Cabell, Oct. 30, 1828. See Free-Trade Advocate,

1 : 39 - 40 .
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were still advanced as weighty arguments. The Free-trade Con

vention was forced to take cognizance of this fact also and in

its memorial said :4 “ We are told . . . that the restrictive

system is intended to bring into action a quantity of labor be

yond what was previously actually put forth. That immedi

ately employed in the protected branches is shown, by the re

sult, to be on the contrary generally less productive than if

applied to other pursuits. Yet there is an exception , which in

some branches seems to alleviate the evil. The female labor em

ployed in the cotton and woolen manufactures, appears from

the rate of their wages to be more productive than if applied to

the ordinary occupations of women .”

The special attention given to the subject of wool and woolens

by Congress and the country at large in 1827, 1828 , and 1832;

and the difficulties which many cotton and woolen manufactories

experienced, continued to place emphasis upon the employment

of women '. Frequent charges, however, were made against this

class of labor. Its weak points were constantly subjected to at

tack . Home was said to be the place for the “ tender female.”

Girls should find employment in the dairy, kitchen , or on the

farm . Factory life was uncertain . The operatives may be sud

denly turned out of employment. The girls were held under

strict subordination and helplessness. Arguments of this kind

were indefinitely multiplied and had to be met by counter as

sertions from friends of manufacturing industry. The bright

side of life at Lowell, indeed, made a profound impression.

Foreigners such as Harriet Martineau , William Scoresby, and

even Charles Dickens, who visited the mills, gave favorable ac

counts of our factory life. President Jackson , who was invited

to Lowell, found it in gala attire and went away well pleased .

The dark side, however, was a menacing one and the struggle

of the cotton operatives was one of the incipient moves of

American labor for a higher standard of life. This was to be

reflected presently in the new turn which our tariff discussions

began to take.

4 Memorial of the Free-Trade Convention , 19.

o See :. Cong. Debates, 8 : 232 ; 407 . Free -Trade Advocate, 1 : 4 ; 2 : 338, etc .
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Free-traders continued to attack the argument on unemploy

ment and to emphasize the high rate of wages. It was argued

that wages would have fallen if many had been unemployed,

but that wages were as high as formerly. Raguet admitted that

there was some idleness in the cities where the new influx of

foreigners was being felt. Time was required to distribute

them , and meanwhile some of them were idle. Employment at

moderate wages, however, could always be secured on farms,

turnpikes, and canals , while permanent want of employment

could not exist when tens of millions of acres of fertile land

could be had for $ 1 .25 per acre. Agriculture could not be over

done. Any concession of idleness, however, gave the protec

tionists additional ground for their contentions.

During the period of 1827 – 1833 the causes determining the

wages of labor were more carefully analyzed , the effect of pro

tection upon the rate of wages was discussed , and the interests

of the consumer were emphasized . In discussing the wages of

workmen , one writer says: “ Tariffs and monopolies cannot

help them since their wages are regulated by the average rates

of other labor which they must have whether their employers

make or lose.” The wage-earner is not benefited by the Amer

ican system ; the proprietors alone gather the advantage. Here

we have pointed out the relation between the labor engaged in

different professions and the cause of an average rate of wages .

Barbour in 1824 had clearly indicated the primary cause de

termining wages in America, but he overlooked the accidental

elements or disturbing factors which protectionists emphasized.

Gallatin , seven years later , went a step further and said :

“ Wages are one of the elements of the price of commodities ,

and if higher in a country which nevertheless affords certain

commodities at a less price than the country where the wages

are lower, there must be a difference in climate, soil, skill, or

some other circumstance which produces that result . But in

each country the price is determined either by its productive

* Free-Trade Advocate , 1 : 3. Jan . 3. 1829.

7 Report of a Committee of the Citizens of Boston and Vicinity opposed to a

Further Increase of Duties on Importations, 123. Boston . 1827.
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ness or by the proportion between demand and supply in that

country, and in no manner whatever by what may be that pro

ductiveness or that proportion in any other country, whether

there is or there is not an intercourse between the two coun

tries . . . . The price of labor is in each regulated ex

clusively by the respective proportion of supply and demand

and the state of society .” 8

Strong as was this argument theoretically , it failed to meet

the entire situation . In the East the labor problem was be

coming an important one. It presented three phases. A large

part of the factory operatives consisted of persons who would

otherwise probably have remained unemployed , and, according

to Newman, received a lower wage than the average paid to me

chanics. Again after 1830, immigration became more impor

tant, the number of foreigners entering that year being 23,322,

while that for 1832 was 60,482, against only 10,199 in 1825.

Lastly, the East was desirous of retaining its male manual labor

force, but recognized the necessity of paying good wages in

order to succeed in this attempt.

On the other hand, the low price of cotton between 1830 and

1840 increased the activity of the South against the tariff and

caused it to examine more closely into the effect of protection

upon the northern states. These facts tended to confuse the

arguments of free-traders on wages and labor, especially when

theories were abandoned and the concrete conditions were dis

cussed . Consequently free-traders were not united as to the

effect of protection on wages. John Bell,10 in 1832, speaking

of the South and Southwest said that these region's secured none

of the benefits of protection either in higher wages or profits ,

but had to pay enhanced prices for the goods they bought from

the tariff states. Another anti-tariff writer11 (1828 ) said that

a protective tariff had a necessary tendency to increase the price

of labor generally , and also that of every article in proportion as

it was the fruit of labor. Dew in maintaining that restriction

8 Memorial of Free- Trade Convention , 1831, 31 - 2 .

Newman , S . P ., Elements of Portical Economy, 158 .

10 Cong . Debates, 8 : 41.

11 The American System . Nathan Hale's Press , 1828.
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prevented a fall of profits and retarded emigration , really ad

mitted that it increased the nominal wages of labor. McDuffie,

in 1830 , said that the price of labor had fallen in the South but

in the North, including all pursuits, had advanced during the

preceding thirty years. Two years later Hayne exclaimed,

“ How can protection diminish the cost of production ? What

are the elements of price ? Are they not the cost of the raw ma

terial— the wages of labor — and the interest of capital, and how

can these be lessened by a tax on the article ? ''12 In fact he and

many other southern men held that the North was securing an

advantage in prosperity at the expense of the South , and that

the high remuneration of northern labor was largely paid for

indirectly by the southern people. Other free-traders held sim

ilar views, but those of the North adhered principally to the

theories of Gallatin and those formerly held by Webster, who

was now being quoted far and wide by the opponents of pro

tection .

The interests of the laborer were being considered from the

standpoint of the consumer, but to a comparatively small de

gree only from that of a separate class demanding attention .

The effect of protection upon the consumer was the chief con

sideration employed by free-traders in reply to the protection

ists' emphasis upon the importance of the interests of the pro

ducer. The phrase " taxing themany for the benefit of the few ”

was current from the beginning of active tariff controversy ; so

with the charge that protection increased prices. The term

“ laboring class ” was used very loosely, but McDuffie in 1824,

with more precision declared that the laboring class would be

sacrificed for the benefit of the capitalists and that the question

lay between those who produce more than they consume of the

articles subject to duty and those who buy the surplus produc

tion'.13 Writers and speakers furthermore declared that the

American system robbed the laboring classes for the benefit of

the idle and taxed the poor for the benefit of the rich.14 The

12 Cong. Debates, 8 : 92 .

13 Ann , of Cong., 42 : 2421.

14 Banner of the Constitution , 2 : 38 ff .
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Free-trade Convention of 1831, however , less moved by dema

gogues or by the excesses of southern opinion , dispassionately

discussed the question in the following manner : “ It is clear

that the mechanic who pays twenty dollars more for the im

plements of his trade, the necessary clothing of his family, and

the sugar it consumes, must either enhance the price of the

products of his industry in the same proportion , or receive

so much less for his labor. The nominal wages, of the journey

men and of the laborer, do now remain the same, whilst the

true price of their labor, the compensation they actually receive ,

has been lessened to an amount precisely equal to the enhanced

price of the necessary articles they must purchase .''15

The distinction between the real and nominal price of labor

is clearly brought out in this extract and also the bearing of

higher prices upon the wages of the labor not engaged in an

industry receiving protection . On the other hand , coming from

the laboring man himself, we have a severe arraignment of the

protective system as then in operation . Writing to the chair

man of a meeting of working men in Boston , Seth Luther, for

merly a carpenter, said that manufacturers had called him

spy, agitator, etc., that he had exposed the unrighteousness of

those who imported foreign wool to reduce the price of wool to

our farmers ; foreign workmen to cut down the wages of Amer

ican citizens ; and foreign machinery to throw our own machin

ists out of employment; and who still pretended to support

American industry. 16 Such sentiments were followed in 1837

by petitions from one thousand to two thousand of the labor

ing class and poor of Boston for a repeal of the duty on coal,

and from the inhabitants of other towns for similar relief.17

The Senate committee on manufactures in a report of that year

admitted the high price of American labor but claimed in ad

dition that the injustice and oppression of protection falls

almost entirely upon the poorer classes. These facts and argu

ments are typical of this transition period . They show the in

15 Afemorial to Congress, 49.

16 Address to Workingmen , 4 .

17 24th Cong., 2nd Sess. ; Sen. Docs., 2 : No. 102.
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fluence of a one-sided southern opinion upon the labor phase of

tariff controversy. The effect of agitation by tariff reformers

of the North is likewise important and leads to a maturer con

sideration of the theoretical aspects of the question . The in

creasing importance of the laboring class in politics adds to the

current confusion which is only to be cleared away by antag.

onism to the newly developing theory of protectionists in re

spect to pauper labor.

Turning now to the growth of protectionist doctrine after

1824 , we find that an important evolution is taking place. Our

manufacturers are still contending with certain disadvantages,

among them , the high price of labor. Woolen manufacturers

during 1827 and 1828 were especially discontented and asked for

higher duties on woolen goods. The Harrisburg convention of

the former year took the position that a nation whose labor was

dear could not without ruin carry on commerce with one whose

labor was cheap. Machine industry, however, was making rapid

progress , and 10,020 patents were issued between 1790 and 1836.

Under such conditions the more eager and optimistic protec

tionists agreed with Rush in his annual report of 1827 that :

“ The time has passed when objections might be made to manu

factures from the limited amount of our population and the

dearness of labor. Population in many parts of the Union is

sufficient for any operations of manual labor, while science by

applying its inventions to this kind of labor has abridged its

expensiveness .' 18 In Congress protectionists were wont to take

a similar view . Young19 of R . I. admitted that there were con

siderable differences in the case of the wages here and abroad

of agriculturists, mechanics , sailors, etc., but that foremen and

overseers were paid higher wages in England and that we em

ployed proportionately more women and children . Moderate

protectionists , such as Professor Newman of Bowdoin College,

advanced the same argument and even the free-trader Raguet

said that the wages paid to cotton and woolen employees could

not be so high as that paid in certain other lines because less

18 Reports of Finance, 1815 - 28 , 399 .

19 Cong. Debates, 6 : 900.
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manual labor, skill, and intellect were required and the num

ber of competitors would be greater . Everett and Davis of

Massachusetts both began to minimize the wage difficulty but

soon advanced to firmer ground. That the argument relative

to the comparative dearness of American labor was not dead is

evidenced by the fact that in 1837 free-traders still referred to

it, and occasionally protectionists did likewise. As late as 1840

the anachronistic Governor Ellsworth of Connecticut declared

that unless the eastern states could sustain themselves by their

manufactures they were destined ere long to lose their impor

tance ; that he did not believe that wages could be much reduced

even if attempts were made; that the laborers would otherwise

go West ; and finally that we had not really suffered from high

prices and wages.

This species of argument had lost its weight by this time.

Powerful as it had been once , it was always a negative argument

as far as labor was concerned. It was urged to prove the need of

protection to capital and offered nothing directly for the ben

efit of the laboring class. It is to the positive side of the labor

argument therefore that attention must be turned in order to

understand the growth and evolution of the later doctrine. The

necessarily increasing concern for the laborer and the theories

relating to him prompted the development which culminated

in the present high wage doctrine.

Protectionists continued to exploit the subject of unemploy

ment to a considerable extent.20 In 1830 Raguet said , “ The

doctrine that there are in the United States a vast number of

persons who can not procure employment has long been a favor

ite one with the restrictive party. " Similarly he quoted Clay

as claiming that protection was invaluable to the laboring

classes because it increased and multiplied the demands for their

industry and gave them an option of employments. Clay did ,

indeed, frequently refer to the subject of distress and later

( 1832) maintained that protection extended to almost every

mechanical art. As a western man , however, he took the sub

ject of labor less seriously.

20 Principles of Free- Trade, 46 .
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Niles pointed out the supposed value of protection in the fol

lowing words : “ The nature and tendency of the American

system is to encourage the laboring people , the free men and

the free women of the United States , and by rendering the

means of subsistence more certain to promote marriages , and to

relieve the fear of the poor because of increase in their fam

ilies. " 22

Young showed that wages for laborers on the wharves were

as high in 1832 as in 1816 , and maintained that the American

system benefited northern labor. Spragueạ2 in the same year

argued that in every tariff adjustment, primary regard should

be had for the interests of the laboring classes of the community

and that two problems arose in that connection ; first, the giving

of employment to those who would be without it otherwise ;

second, the problem of how to make labor more productive and

profitable. That system , he said , was best which gave to labor

the greatest amount of comforts and conveniences. Robbins of

Rhode Island23 made an appeal for manufactures, claiming that

they made a demand for labor and resulted in improving the con

dition of the laboring classes. Evans,24 a New England congress

man , devoted a large part of his speech to the subject of labor.

Protectionists had become alive not only to the bright side, but also

to the oppressions of English factory life . He said that these op

pressions did not arise from protection but that this policy had

fostered and encouraged our labor and industry. The laboring

classes were the largest part of our population and the more

they received the greater would be our prosperity. Denny of

Pennsylvania claimed that the product of foreign labor thrown

into our markets would impair our industry and deprive our

laboring classes of the means of subsistence, or drive them into

agriculture. Other eastern protectionists , such as Stewart and

Davis, emphasized the subject of labor in 1832, but the charac

ter of their argument was more modern and will receive atten

tion in a later chapter.

21 Niles' Register , 35 : 316 .

22 Cong. Debates, 8 : 604 .

23 Ibid ., 493.

24 Ibid ., 3422.
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In 1831 a convention of protectionists was held at New York .

In their address they declared that, “ It is to rescue the labor

of the American people from an inferiority — a subjection at

once dishonorable and burdensome, at once degrading to its

character while it increases its toils — that those very laws (pro

tective ) were originally passed , have all along continued and

now exist. . . . It is thought to be a wise policy to multiply

the inducements to apply capital to the employment of labor at

home rather than to purchase abroad and traffic in commodities

of foreign production, by which the capital of the country is

made to set in motion foreign labor. The American system

offers security and inducement to American capital and gives

employment and vigor to American labor. Labor is not the

mere instrument of capital but an intelligent, active principle.

The stimulus to labor can be increased by applying capital to

home production . Webelieve that while it benefits all, its high

est recommendation is found in its beneficial action upon the

many — the laboring classes — the working men. Our system

tends directly to increase the effective power and remuneration

of labor , thus multiplying the means, the comforts and enjoy

ments , of the laboring classes and raising them in the scale of

civilization and social life." 25

Webster as early as 1831 declared himself in favor of pro

tection to labor, and pointed to the influence of mechanics in

securing the adoption of the Constitution and its relation to

protection . He began to appeal to mechanics to support the pro

tective policy, and in 1833 he said , “ Nothing can be worse than

that laws concerning the daily labor and the daily bread of

whole classes of the people should be subject to frequent and

violent changes. A just and a leading object in the whole system

is the encouragement and protection of American manual labor

. . . 1126 At a later date he called attention to the protected

workmen of Connecticut — those engaged in the hat, tinware,

and woolen industries. The ends to be obtained by protection

were to secure steady employment to brawny arms and indus

25 New York Convention of Friends of Domestic Industry , 7 , 18 ff .

26 Webster , Works, 1 : 283 .
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trious hands. “ The free labor of the United States deserves

to be protected . The true way to protect the poor is to protect

their labor."'27

Men like Buchanan from states possessing industries affected

by a reduction of duty, such as coal, iron , cotton , woolen , etc.,

began more and more to emphasize the subject of protection to

labor. It was largely a question of maintaining men at their

employment and the difficulties which would ensue, were pro

tection withdrawn ; while the comparison between the European

and the American laborer and the probable degradation of the

·latter were more sparingly dwelt upon . The really important

argument which protectionists had developed and exploited

during the controversies of 1828, 1832 – 33 and 1837 was the in

creased employment at remunerative wages which protection

would afford. Undeniably many eastern men desired to use pro

tection as a means of preventing emigration and western men

hoped to build up manufactures to strengthen their home mar

ket, but the general principle as stated above remains true.

In addition it was continually claimed that protection did not

raise prices because competition would force them down ; that

therefore the laborer did not suffer .

In the above chapter we have traced the evolution of the labor

argument for, and that against, the protective tariff during the

first protective period ; we have pointed out the characteristic

features of the argument and the underlying causes for the

same; but we have omitted the discussion of the subject of

pauper labor,which was already mentioned at this time. It was,

however, not the typical nor characteristic argument of the

period , and only received general attention later. Therefore

we shall treat the early stages of its, development in connection

with the general evolution of the doctrine.

· 27 Cong. Debates, 13 : 1, 959-960.
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CHAPTER V

FACTORS AFFECTING THE LABOR ARGUMENT

In order to understand more clearly the development of the

pauper labor argument it is necessary to suggest briefly several

facts and tendencies of this period of history. These in them

selves are not closely connected with the tariff question , but.

indirectly they are largely responsible for the emergence of this

phase of tariff discussion . Among these movements is the one

which concerned itself with elevating the standard of life of

the American workingman .

The debates in Congress between 1816 and 1825 show little.

sympathy for the aspirations of workingmen . The theory of

Malthus influenced American statesmen to no inconsiderable:

extent. The problem , however , was not regarded as an immi

nent one, but the belief existed that wages would eventually

decline. Rankin ' in 1824 , while contending that manufactures.

could not be successful, said , “ This state of things will pass

away when our population becomes too dense to be supported

by the cultivation of the best soil, and to be employed in com

merce. We are then and not until then prepared for manufact

uring.” Both protectionists and free-traders spoke of the time

when wages would no longer be too high to prevent the develop

ment of industry. The following extract also indicates the point

of view , “ The high price of labor will be a barrier against

home manufactures and the establishment of a general system

of manufacturing would create a new demand for labor and in

crease the evil complained of.' » 2 The constant dissatisfaction .

1 Ann . of Cong., 42: 2010 .

2 New York American , August 7 , 1819.
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DES .

with the “ dearness of labor” reflects a wide-spread attitude,

which changed, however, with the advent of the pauper labor

argument. Although free-traders were charged in 1832 with

holding that the natural price of wages was the mere subsist

ence of the laborer, many of them had begun to believe in the

importance and dignity of labor. It must not be forgotten that

the chief free -trade leaders were southern men , accustomed to

an atmosphere of slavery. Occasionally invidious comparisons

between free and slave labor were made. Protectionists, on the

other hand, were forced by the laborers themselves to recognize

the upward pressure of the masses.

Turning to the movement among workingmen , we find that

considerable organization prevailed among journeymen me

chanics before the tariff became a live issue in 1816 . The con

spiracy cases at New York, Philadelphia, and Pittsburg point

clearly to this fact, and to the objects which labor intended to

accomplish — higher wages and the employment of union men.

In 1819 a writer refers to the " habit of associations among our

workmen to enhance the price of labor.''3 The crisis of that

year impaired the development of organization among the labor

ing men but by 1825 a self-conscious activity again strongly

manifested itself. Thousands moved to the West and the re

mainder struggled for greater advantages in the older states.

An attachment to city life and the indisposition to emigrate re

strained large numbers from leaving their old homes. The

struggle now began to include a demand for a shorter work day .

Various newspapers proclaimed the cause of the laborer and

the Mechanic's Free Press, a labor publication conducted at

Philadelphia between 1828 and 1831, did valiant service for the

cause . The Workingman 's Advocate, published in New York

City from 1829 to 1835, also upheld the interests of labor.

The labor difficulties in the textile industries after 1828 mate

rially affected the struggle for better conditions. In 1829 from

600 to 800 girls employed in a single cotton factory at Dover,

3 Ibid .

* Ely , Labor Movement in America, 40.
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New Hampshire, struck on account of stringent regulations."

" They failed , but the lesson of cooperation was being taught.

Strikes and combinations to prevent lower wages were common .

The current of events is well illustrated by the view in respect

to the social conditions of the time as expressed by a labor con

vention held at Boston in 1831. " The social evils arise from

an illiberal opinion of the worth and rights of the laboring

classes ; an unjust estimation of their moral and intellectual

powers ; an unwise misapprehension of the effects which would

result from the cultivation of their minds and the improvement

of their condition ; and an avaricious propensity to avail of their

laborious services at the lowest possible rate of wages for which

they can be induced to work .” 6

Whatever causes tended to depreciate the opportunities of the

workingmen were held in disfavor. This accounts, in part, for

the opposition to the Irish in New England. A large number

of New York laborers feared that their wages would be reduced

if 100,000 foreigners came to America annually .? The rapid

improvements in machinery also tended to displace American

workmen to some extent, and produced considerable discontent.8

Seth Luther again voiced the opinions of this class of men ,

although the actual suffering from this cause was not great.

An example of the attitude and purpose of the laboring classes

is typified in the address to the public made by the working

people of Manayunk, Pennsylvania , in 1833 — a year which marks

the beginningof a more vigorous trades ' union movement. They

objected to a thirteen -hour day and opposed the attempts of

employers to reduce their wages twenty per cent. because cotton

had risen in value. They complained that their wages were

barely sufficient to supply them with the necessaries of life, and

that their children were as much oppressed as those of English

factories. With reasonable hours and wages their children

could be properly educated . The female workers , they asserted ,

5 Free- Trade Advocate, 2 : 73 -4 .

6 Casson , H . N ., Organized Self-he'p, 144.

7 Meyers, Tammany Hali, 159.

8 Simpson , Stephen , Working Man 's Manual, 133.

9 Examiner, 1 : 54 -5 .
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were subject to the same burdens. Furthermore they desired to

hear from the different trades ' unions of the United States in

regard to their regulations, etc .

The appeal to other trades' unions indicates a rising bond of

sympathy among the laborers and the growth of concerted ef

fort toward higher standards. In a similar way a Labor Con

vention at New York in 183410 resolved “ that we recommend

to the several Trades' Unions in the United States to oppose res

olutely every attempt to reduce their wages, and to hold fast

any additions they may receive.” The great grievance of the

unions, in fact, was said to be “ inadequacy of wages," although

they sometimes asked for a reduction of hours. Long hours

and child labor, however, were important evils in the textile

industries . Out of 57,000 persons employed in 12 states in cot

ton and woolen mills, 31,044 were, according to Luther, under

16 years of age, and 6,000 under 12. To relieve these grievances

in addition to the others mentioned was no easy matter and

largely accounts for the ceaseless struggles of the factory oper

atives. Measurable success here was attended by a general ele

vation in the standard of life . .

The movement to secure higher wages was given additional

momentum by a change of judicial attitude toward conspiracies.

The customary decisions against the legality of conspiracies

made it difficult for organized labor to secure even ordinary de

mands. Several decisions however , in 1836 in favor of the de

fendants in cases of this kind gave encouragement to the

friends of labor, made organizations more effective, and aided

the workingmen in their struggle for better conditions and

higher wages.11 This year marks the climax of the trades'

union' movement of the decade.

The increasing prosperity of the laboring classes was sud

denly checked in 1837 by the obtrusion of a financial crisis.

Short crops in 1836 and the paper inflation of the period had

raised the prices of necessaries to stupendous figures. 12 Flour

10 Potter, A ., Political Economy, 264.

11 Philadelphia Public Ledger, July 2, 1836 .

12 Parton , J., Life of Jackson , 312.
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sold at $ 16 .00 per barrel, and hardships were impending. Many

manufacturers were compelled to dismiss some of their workmen ,

and large numbers of mechanics began to suffer from want. A

mob in New York cried out for lower prices for bread , meat,

rent, and fuel and then destroyed 1 ,000 bushels of wheat and

-several hundred barrels of flour.13 The action of the Govern

ment in calling in gold and silver , together with the Specie

Circular precipitated the crisis, and in a few months failure

and distress were general. To what extent the prevailing low

tariff was a contributory cause is uncertain , but many be

lieved it to be a cause and seized upon this psychological mo

ment to promote the interests of protection .

The growing distress suspended factories and mills and thou

sands of men were thrown out of employment, and enjoyed no

means of subsistence . Many labor organizations collapsed and

numbers of energetic men and women asked merely for help

to secure work . Hundreds of laborers were dismissed from

farms and country places in the fall of the year and found

themselves without work.14 In the early part of 1838 one-third

of the 200,000 persons in New York City who subsisted by

manual labor were said to have been wholly or partly out of

employment.15 Ten thousand persons were in utter poverty.

Manufacturing, building, and business had enormously declined .

The distress here and elsewhere continued for several years and

was heavily felt in 1842. Pauperism was still so widespread

that during the winter of 1841-42 it was estimated that from

30,000 to 50,000 people were destitute of the means of a week 's

comfortable existence , while the alms houses were full and over

flowing:16 The large number of mechanics and laboring men

out of employment faced a gloomy future. Many of them

migrated westward and others were desirous of going, but found

it difficult to move. Many were not sufficiently informed con

cerning the West and had not the hardihood to go ; at the same

time depressed conditions from which relief was sought obtained

13 Niles! Regisier , 51: February 18, 1837.

14 Greeley , Recollections, 144 .

15 New Yorker, January 20 , 1838 .

16 New York Tribune, January 8 , 1842.
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there as elsewhere . The migration of Mormons from Missouri

to Illinois, for example, was investigated and the conclusion

drawn that “ these people have no design to lower the wages

of the laboring class but to procure something to save them from

starving."'17 The attitude of the people, however, is no less

plain , and certainly the competition of the unemployed had

temporarily reduced wages.

The conditions in manufacturing industry were deplorable.

Pennsylvania complained on account of the closing down of iron

works and the unemployment which it occasioned. Manufact

urers of leather, hats, and wares of various kinds were seriously

affected . Many cotton mills,18 says Bishop were about to close .

They had several times reduced the wages of their operatives

and were now waiting for Congress to revise the tariff. Other

industries were disturbed and laborers dismissed from employ

ment. Such conditions justified the Central Committee of Home

Leagues in calling upon unemployed operatives to meet in their

respective districts to consult together and devise means of re

lief. A new impulse was thus given to the protective tariff.

Manufacturing industry had now grown to considerable pro

portions in the United States. The number of persons employed

in manufactures had risen by 1840 to 791,749. In the New

England states the proportion engaged in this industry had

risen from 21 per cent. in 1820 to 30 .2 per cent. in 1840, and in

the Middle states from 22.6 per cent. to 28 per cent. respect.

ively . Furthermore these two divisions now employed 65 .8

per cent. of the persons in the United States engaged in manu

facturing and 52 per cent. of those occupied in mining. The

total value of the product was $ 239,836 ,224 for manufacturing

and $42,358,761 for mining 19 In the former industry, New

York , Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania led,while the latter state

was easily the first in mining, iron and coal being the chief

products. These facts show how important these industries were

at this time in the eastern states, and what a blow commercial

17 Bancroft, H , H ., History of Utah , 137.

18 History of Manufactures, 2 : 421 ff.

19 Tucker, George, Progress of the United Staies, 203 ff . Also Census of 1840.
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depression was to the people of this section . Not all of the

industries, it is true, were greatly depressed , but the rather

general nature of the crisis operated to cause men to look to the

tariff for a remedy even though the latter should act directly

on certain industries only .

The growth of idealism and humanitarianism in America dur

ing this period of struggle for the laborer united with other

movements to affect the new attitude toward labor and toward

the protective tariff. Owen had begun his cooperative experi

ment in 1825. Labor stores were established , and agitators con

tinued to inflame the workingmen. Their right to the whole

product was asserted, and many of our eminent men were cap

tivated by utopian schemes for social betterment, of which Brook

Farm is an illustration . Horace Greeley, Albert Brisbane,

George William Curtis were representatives of this movement.

The old theology , on the other hand , tended to contentmen with

their lot however humble, but the humanitarian movement began

to emphasize the dignity of labor and the worth of man. Wil

liam Ellery Channing typifies the new school in insisting upon

the development of the individual.20 He strongly advocated the

elevation of all classes of citizens. In 1840 he pointed out the

questionable effect of bringing the European laborer nearer to

the American as improved steam navigation would assuredly do.

He deplored the possibility of a competition which would de

press the laboring classes of this country. Could our workmen

stand their ground, he asked , against the half-famished, ignorant

workman of Europe ? Was there no danger that degradation

such as that found among the overworked operatives of her fac

tories and among her half-brutalized peasants would follow

closer connections with Europe ?

Other New England divines likewise stood for the elevation

of the working classes . Philanthropy was gaining ground, and

the intellectual and moral progress of the laborer received more

attention. Such doctrines as these and the sympathy and aid

of noted men of the hour naturally gave an additional impetus

to the labor movement, and when these ideas took a political

20 Log Cabin , July 18 , 1840.
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turn the relation between the tariff and the laborer became a

subject of more extensive investigation and importance .

The immigration of foreign laborers and of many paupers

began to cause some dissatisfaction. Massachusetts, in 1836,

through its legislature asked Congress to pass a law to prevent

immigration of foreign paupers. The municipal authorities of

the large seaboard cities likewise called attention to the subject

and Congress made an investigation in 1838 . The committee

in charge reported against the admission of paupers. vagrants

and malefactors, and deprecated their blighting influence upon

our population , especially upon the laboring classes . The ques

tion was not yet a sufficiently serious one and nothing was done.

In 1842, however, the New York Tribune maintained that on

account of immigration the supply of manual labor in that city

would probably exceed the demand, and the price of labor com

pared with the cost of living would consequently be lower than

in the rest of the country.21 Immigration, on the contrary ,

could not glut the market and depress wages, as was popularly

imagined , so long as the tariff was so adjusted as to preserve

a proper proportion of manufacturing to agricultural labor,

although at the points of disembarkation a temporary glut might

be occasioned. Such utterances indicate the existence of local

aggravation and show how opposition to the foreigner could

take the less objectionable , although less logical, form of a de

mand for higher duties upon the products of foreign labor.

Seth Luther had more boldly objected to immigration on the

ground that this was the proper way of protecting American

labor, but views of this kind were not extensively proclaimed .

The economic advancement of the working classes found its

parallel in their increased political activity . Before 1828 the

laborer was not considered an important factor in politics ,

although Tammany had made occasional concessions to secure

his vote . In 1827 a workingmen 's party originated in Phila

delphia , and it polled a considerable number of votes besides

securing the election of a number of its candidates but the

movement subsided in 1830. A large number of workingmen

11 Nero York Tribune, July 23, 1842.
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had begun to realize thatmany reformswere needed for the ele

vation of their class and that their interests were receiving

but little attention . An adequate system of public education ,

mechanic's lien laws, and other measures were advocated . A

class consciousness had .arisen and a difference of interests be

tween master and journeyman mechanics was recognized. It

was resolved to gain the reforms by embarking in politics on an

independent basis, but the shrewd machinations of old political

leaders eventually disrupted the new party, although not with

out concessions on their part.

In 1829 the workingmen organized a party in New York

City ,22 the demand for a mechanic 's lien law having failed .

Matthew Carey 's efforts in favor of the seamstresses had like

wise stirred the laborers, who appointed a committee to inves

tigate the condition of the industrial classes. The complaint

became current that while the laborer remained poor his mas

ter was becoming rich . The new party met with some success

and soon both Whigs and Democrats began to develop interest

in the workingmen . In 1830 a Clay Workingman 's Ticket,

which favored a protective tariff, was nominated, while Tam

many stood ostensibly for the cause of democracy .23 The move

ment spread to various cities. In Baltimore the workingmen

nominated candidates for members of the state legislature in

1833 , while in Boston they pledged themselves to vote only for

men favoring their measures of reform .24 The independent

movement, however, lacked stability and permanence. It was

short-lived although occasional outbreaks continued to occur.

But it had not failed . It forced the regular parties to give at

tention to both the laborers' votes and policies.

The Democratic party absorbed the larger part of this vote

and the heavy support received by Jackson in the eastern states

is largely due to the favorable attitude of mechanics and work

ingmen. The laboring classes in fact forced that party to in

dorse and supportmany of its measures . The Democrats catered

22 McNeill, G ., Labor Movement, 75 .

23 Meyers, Tammany Hall, 97- 9 .

Niles' Register , 45 : 49
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less to property than did the Whigs, and thus naturally found

more favor among the working classes . But elections can not

be won without votes — a bit of wisdom which the Whigs soon

realized. Bancroft, the historian, thought the day for the mul

titude had come, that the mechanic and the yeomanry were

now to lead the march of progress. They had indeed made

themselves heard and given new direction to economic and

political tendencies .

The advent of the laborer in politics created new political

turmoil. Laborers in mass meeting indorsed or disapproved of

candidates for office. The friendship of Van Buren was dis

trusted. During the campaign of 1840 he was forced to reply

to questions concerning his attitude toward the protective tariff

and a reduction of the standard of wages . He had inaugurated

the ten -hour day in Government establishments, yet laborers

were dissatisfied , and he was made the scape goat for the pre

vailing ills and depression . The debate on the sub -treasury

and on hard money in 1839–40 plainly indicates the rising im

portance of the laboring class . In 1824 such arguments as were

now madewould have been absurd . The adoption of the system ,

it was claimed, would reduce the wages of the laborer, and bring

him to the level of his foreign competitors. The emphasis placed

by its Whig opponents upon this cause for opposition is both

significant and comprehensible. The resemblance between this

argument and the labor argument for protection in 1842 is an

other striking fact. Harrison , on the other hand, was hailed

as the “ Poor Man 's Friend ” and the Whigs appealed to all

classes of society. Charges against the aristocratic proclivities

of the leaders of opposite parties were common and were

weapons employed to capture the labor vote. The conversion

of laboring men from one party to another was given adequate

newspaper notice, while their views and arguments were used to

best effect. The political importance of the workingmen was

distinctly recognized, a fact which necessarily affected the public

and ostensible position of each party on the leading questions of

the day.

A number of considerations therefore arose which contributed

vitally to the growing importance of the high wage argument for
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protection . The rapidly rising standard of life of the American

workmen was gaining a momentum which could not be resisted .

A rise of wages, not a diminution in the price of labor, was com

ing to be regarded as the just and permanent hope of the laborer .

- The social movements of the hour gave impetus to the struggle

of labor. The effect of immigration upon the laborer was viewed

with some alarm . The political activity of the working classes

roused the old parties from their lethargy and called forth their

reluctant attention to current social problems. Mechanics and

workingmen held legislators to a more rigid accountability. The

relation between new legislation and their own interests was

extensively studied. The crisis of 1837 gave new cause for com

plaint and the popular preference for higher levels of prices,

was reflected in the opposition to a reduction of the nominal

wages, entirely apart from the effect on its purchasing power ..

The struggle of the East against the West to retain its economic

prestige necessitated new concessions to the workingmen..

Finally the existence of slavery served to strengthen the de

fense of the wage system . The parallel growth of these move

ments and the political tension which they produced profoundly

affected the discussion of the tariff. The older attitude could

no longer be maintained , and the argument on the subject was

therefore co -ordinated with the new ideas, ideals and conditions

which obtained . The years 1841 -42 seemed to be the culmina

tion of the tendencies to which we have referred. Consequently

a new importance was given to the pauper labor argument, the

development and growth of which will be traced in the ensuing:

chapter.
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CHAPTER VI

THE RISE OF THE PAUPER LABOR ARGUMENT !

In tracing the labor argument in respect to the protective

tariff, we have noticed several lines of development : First,

protection afforded the advantage of adding to our available

labor supply in manufacturing industry. This argument de

clined in importance with the growth of the factory system

and the increase of immigration. In the second place , protec

tion was necessary to support capital against the comparative

dearness of American labor. As long as a rapid increase of the

population and a concomitant decline in the rate of wages was

regarded as inevitable and was viewed with complacency, so

long this argument carried weight. But with the growth of the

popular demand for a higher standard of life it lost its force.

Thirdly, the argument that protection would give employment

to the unemployed was uttered with tremendous volume during

and after the crisis of 1819 – 20. The argument continued un

abated, changing somewhat so as to embrace a policy which

would insure the employment of American laborers. Buchanan

in 1837, speaking of the laborers in the coal trade, said , “ Their

rights ought to be protected . To throw them out of employment

for the benefit of foreign labor would be both cruel and unjust. "

The main idea is security of employment and nothing is said

concerning competition with the low wages of foreign labor.

The speaker had not developed that thought. It was not an

essential part of the argument. Finally , the claim that protec

tion would retard migration westward rested necessarily upon

the inferences that it would give steady employment and main

tain the current rate of wages .
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Closely allied to the last two arguments, and naturally de

veloping out of them into a new and more positive doctrine, was

the idea that protection was needed against the pauper labor of

Europe, to prevent American wages from falling to the level

of the latter. This theory received its impetus from the economic,

social, and political conditions which prevailed during the

period of its early development. Furthermore the reaction

toward free-trade, beginning with 1828, created conditions

which naturally led to a comparison of American with compet

ing labor. While the tendency had been toward a higher tariff

the need for this study had hardly suggested itself, but the re

moval of certain duties brought in the consideration of the

actual effect upon American laborers and stimulated the com

parison with European labor. One of the first intimations of

the new line of development is found in the remarks of Bates of

Massachusetts in Congress in 1828. He gave expression to the

following sentiment : “ If you hope, therefore, to maintain our

system of Government, you must maintain the people at the

elevated standard of living, and, as entirely dependent upon it,

of moral and intellectual culture which they now hold . This

you cannot do if you bring the day laborer, who must earn his

$ .75 to feed, to clothe, and to school his children , into contact

and competition with him who will work for six pence sterling ,

because he wants and cares for none of these things and be

cause six pence will answer all his purposes."

Between 1828 and 1830 the low wages of seamstresses in Phil.

adelphia attracted considerable attention . Matthew Carey esti

mated that 12,000 women in Boston , New York , Philadelphia,

and Baltimore were ekeing out a precarious existence by the use

of the needle and he made strong efforts to ameliorate their con

dition. He tried to secure a higher rate of wages for them

through organization , advocated a greater variety of employ

ments, and even suggested migration to the West. These condi

tions subsequently became a subject for more discussion in con

nection with the tariff ; so that the relation between tariff and

wages began to assume greater importance.

1 Cong. Debates, 4 : 2014 .
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In 1831 in an address before a society of workingmen , the fol

lowing view was maintained : “ We import from other regions

where the work is still performed by serfs or slavesand thus bring

the hardy yeomanry of our own land, as well as our skillful

manufacturers and mechanics, into a ruinous competition with

those unfortunate fellow beings of other lands and countries.

If one portion of them is oppressed and forced to toil for naught

the produce of their labor is employed as a means of depressing

the prices of their brethren in other lands. These products are

sent here or elsewhere to be offered in competition with similar

products of the labor of other men . No wonder then that when

all the workingmen ' of Europe, Asia , and Africa are in a state of

comparative slavery , that we of America should find it necessary

to interpose the strong arm of Government to protect and cherish

our own industries.''2

That very year a petition to Congress from manufacturers of

leather, boots , and shoes stated that a reduction of the duties

would aggravate competition with France where wages were

low . The petitioners could hardly live now and did not want

their wages reduced . The contemporaneous riot at Lowell be

tween Americans and Irishmen called forth the comment that

our native workmen would be driven out of manufacturing by

the incoming foreigners unless they would work sixteen hours

per day and for a few shillings a week. Thus we see that the

competition of immigrants was already regarded with some dis

favor and the attendant effects were discussed . It required

only another step to compare the foreigner engaged in his occu

pation at home with the American laborer employed in a like

trade and to oppose competition upon equal terms.

In 1832 the subject received considerable attention from rep

resentatives of Massachusetts and Pennsylvania , states which

possessed a large labor population . John Davis declared in

Congress that, if protection were abandoned , manufacturing

must cease or our wages be reduced to the standard of England

· Whitcomb, Samuel Jr ., Address before the Workingmen 's Society of Dedham ,

Sept. 7 , 1831.

3 Cong. Debates, 8 : 3309.
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and Ireland, and our labor be brought into competition with

the cheapest labor of those countries ; that the policy of the ad

vocates of free-trade was to reduce wages ; that he opposed such

a policy ; and that a lowering of wages would decrease the con

sumption of the laborer. Other representatives of New England

emphasized the importance of labor. Stewart, who resided at

Pittsburg — a growing iron center, — was equally emphatic and

voiced a similar sentiment. “ High-priced and prosperous labor

requires protection against low -priced and depressed labor. Our

laborer must work for six pence or yield the market to the

paupers of England. The reduction of protection would reduce

the price of labor in this country."?4 In the State Convention of

National Republicans, held at Harrisburg , the effects of foreign

competition upon the American laborer and mechanic were

vigorously exploited . Reference was made to the reduction of

wages to the scantiest pittance , to suspension of labor, and to

beggary as following in the wake of a free-trade policy . Penn

sylvania was now beginning to consider in earnest the effect of

protection and of the reduction of duties upon the laboring

classes of the state.

The struggle over the compromise tariff of 1833 added a little

to the development and increasing importance of the new doc

trine. Webster claimed that the reduction of the duties on

shoes, boots, and clothing would bring thousands of mechanics

engaged in these industries to ruin , and that the bill in these

points aimed a deadly blow against the poor.5 Dallas of Penn

sylvania protested against the unemployment which would be

occasioned by the bill. The discussion of the tariff in the Sen

ate , however, hardly touched the labor question , as other crit

ical and overshadowing issues — the question of nullification and

the constitutionality of a protective tariff, — were forced to the

front in the tariff debates.

In the House of Representatives protection to labor received

more attention . The bill proposed a general and gradual reduc

tion of tariff duties and many local industries in the North

4 Ibid ., 3273-4 .

o Ibid ., 9 : 728 .
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and East would be affected . The growth of manufactures and

mining had absorbed a iarge amount of capital, and had in

creased the number of persons dependent upon these industries.

Many complaints were therefore made against the tariff bill.

Huntington and Ellsworth of Connecticut argued that the labor

ing class would suffer. Young declared that our laborers would

be depressed to the state of English laborers. Briggs and Choate

of Massachusetts claimed that thousands ofmen would be thrown

out of employment and the former maintained that the price of

labor would have to be reduced. Bates emphasized his hostility

to the competition of American with foreign labor and main

tained that lower duties would necessitate working cheaply,

living cheaply , and stooping low . Burgess spoke of the compe

tition with the paupers of Europe and the slaves of South Car

olina, which free-trade would bring, and insisted that war was

being made against the free white labor of the country .? John

Whipple of Providence , part owner of the Hope cotton mill,

testified before a congressional committee that a reduction of

duty would stop wages and force the laborers to migrate west

ward or maintain a scanty subsistence in New England. He

added that the direct tendency of the tariff was to keep up the

price of labor. The members from Pennsylvania were emphatic

in their arguments. McKennan said that protection raised the

wages of labor. Denny maintained that the poorer workmen ,

mechanics, and laborers would suffer, that their wages would

be reduced, and that they ought to be protected .

Other protectionists argued along similar lines. The proposed

reduction of the tariff had forced them to consider the effect upon

the laborers engaged in the industry affected . Formerly they

argued that , protection would remedy unemployment. Now

they claimed that free-trade would aggravate this condition .

The argument is similar but the point of observation has

changed. In previous controversies they contended that manu

factures should be extended in order to insure employment to

& Cong. Debates, 9 : 1043, 1075.

? Ibid ., 1384

8 .Ibid ., 1509
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the laboring classes. Manufacturing industry had grown, had

absorbed considerable capital formerly engaged in navigation ,

and had employed thousands of persons. The attack upon the

tariff was therefore partly an attack upon established manu

factures, and protectionists now defended the interests of the

class employed in this industry just as free-traders had formerly

maintained the rights of seamen to their employment in com

mercial pursuits. The greater number of laborers and the in

creasing favor in which a higher standard of life was held , made

it possible to protest against a possible reduction of wages and

direct competition with foreign nations. Even then the argu

ment is not entirely comprehensible without a consideration of

the facts that the migration of labor to the West was not ac

complished without considerable friction ; that many laborers

were loath to leave their native states and their old home sur

roundings; and that the eastern states desired to grow and pros

per instead of declining to a position of relative inferiority as

compared with the West .

The above facts indicate that the pauper labor argument had

put in an appearance and had received some attention in 1832

and 1833 . The subsequent subsidence of the tariff question pre

vented the healthy growth of the argument. Although attention

had been directed primarily to other subjects, the relatively

unimportant discussion of the tariff in 1837 again added to the

gathering prestige of this line of reasoning. Davis typifies those

giving expression to the doctrine in its advanced form . In the

course of the debate he took occasion to utter the following sen

timent: “ The poor only ask of you that you would pursue

toward them an American policy - a policy which will give them

good wages for their labor — and they will take care of them

selves. They entreat of you not to reduce them to the deplor

able condition of the miserable population of foreign countries,

by reducing their wages to the same standard . What makes

the condition of the laborer so universally prosperous here ?

How is it that he enjoys the not only great physical but moral

comforts and blessings to an extent surpassing that of the

laborer in any other country whatever ? It is because he is bet
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ter paid . Break down the business in which it is employed by

subjecting it to direct competition with foreign pauperism ; les

sen the demand for labor by introducing foreign productions,

and like causes will produce like results. You will then have

as poor and wretched a population as that against which it will

in such circumstances contend for bread. '?9

More conservative and less emphatic is the position of Bu

chanan who thought that it was both cruel and unjust to throw

our workingmen out of employment for the benefit of foreign

laborers. Webster, although conservative in his utterances, had

also advanced to higher grounds. Our artisans, he said , were

the first to be protected by the Constitution . The protection ex

tended under our laws to capital was as nothing to that given

to labor. He had now abandoned the idea of protection to cap

ital and had substituted protection to labor. Others did the

same. The pauper labor argument — that is, the claim that pro

tection was necessary to maintain the wages of American laborers

against the competition of the more poorly paid workingmen of

foreign countries — was advanced as a chief cause for continuing

the protective policy .

By common consent, the tariff of 1833 was to be left undis

turbed until 1842. The agitation for higher duties, however,

increased as the latter date approached. Horace Greeley be

came a strong advocate of protection and exerted a wide influ

ence upon the thought of the hour. He was deeply interested

in the welfare of the laboring classes and regarded protection as

a measure of great value to them , emphasizing the high wage

argument. In 1839,10 in answer to writers who denied that free

trade reduced wages, he set forth the claim that wages were

higher in protection than in free-trade countries. The develop

ing view -points of both the friends and enemies of the tariff

were thus distinctly intimated . "

As already indicated, the political soil of this period could

hardly help but nourish the growth of the high wage argument.

Not the tariff only , but other questions as well, felt the influ

Cong. Delates, 13 : 898 .

10 Hunt's Magazine, 1 : 417.
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ences of the new impulses of the time. Although Harrison

hardly touched the tariff question during the campaign of 1840,

many northern protectionists realized that a new opportunity

to agitate the question had presented itself. Greeley by means of

the Log Cabin , a temporary campaign newspaper, urged the

Whig arguments upon the country and frequently referred to

the need of protection . He protested against the depression of

the prices of labor, of property, and of produce, and against

the stagnation of business. The discrediting of paper money,

he said , was partly responsible for these conditions. Likewise

the breaking down of the protective policy would expose Amer

ican labor to an unequal rivalry with that of the oppressed

vassals of Europe. Greeley emphasized the need of high wages ,

and the arguments on different questions were made to con

verge on this point. Daniel Webster again laid stress upon the

importance of a high standard of life . He compared the Amer

ican with the European laborer and claimed political and eco

nomic advantage for the former . He opposed a reduction of

American wages and the administration measures which would

affect the nominal wages of labor. These themselves had noth

ing or little to do with the tariff but paved the way for further

discussion of the wage argument. Whig celebrations at different

places, especially in Pennsylvania , utilized banners inscribed

with “ No reduction of wages ” and “ A protective tariff, ” thus

popularizing the new development in the tariff controversy.

In 1842 when the tariff question again became acute, the

pauper labor argument received greater attention than ever be

fore. Many protectionists relied upon it as the main argument

for a higher tariff. It, in fact, assumed the prominence which it

has held ever since . Friends of protection had called a Con

vention of Home Industry to give impulse to the movement for

a higher tariff. Committees were appointed to report on various

articles of manufacture, and the subject of labor was also made

the basis of one report. Greeley was chairman of this commit

tee. No former convention of this kind had given special atten

tion to the subject of labor. This one, among other things,

adopted a resolution demanding protection for labor against
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the degraded and starving conditions of the laboring classes

throughout the world . Greeley 's temporary publication , The

American Laborer, running through a large part of this year,

stoutly defended protection and especially asserted its impor

tance to the interests of labor. He utilized the New York

Tribune for a similar purpose.

The agitation throughout the country was vigorous. Home

Leagues held meetings to discuss the tariff.11 Laborers were in

vited to come and be convinced that the free admission of goods

made by degraded foreigners would not be to their advantage.

Facts were presented to show that the hard times affected those

industries most which employed the least machinery , and that

journeymen, apprentices, and laboring men were most injured.

Again it was urged that some foreign countries paid bounties

on exported goods and free competition would lower American

wages accordingly . Selfish interests likewise took advantage

of their opportunities. The iron and paper manufacturers met

and discussed the problem of protection.12 They did not want

our labor to work at reduced prices. The boot and shoe dealers

at Boston took a similar point of view . Whigs everywhere ad

dressed their appeals to the laborer and defended a high wage.

Protectionists13 in New York wanted a tariff which would pro

tect us from articles competing with the products of American

labor, and resolutions to that effect were introduced into the

Senate of that state. In New England the argument was ex

tensively used and furnished political capital for friends of the

tariff. Even in the West, the need of high wages for the laborer

was emphasized. In the North the movement was not confined

to the Whigs and many Democrats supported protection to

labor.

In the congressional debates on the tariff of 1842 protection

to labor was one of the favorite arguments of the high tariff

men. Representatives from New England, New York, New

Jersey , Pennsylvania , and also from the West demanded protec

11 New York Tribune, January 5 , 1842.

12 Ibid .

13 Ibid ., March 26 , 1842.
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tion on this ground. It was contended that that nation stood

highest in moral and physical greatness which gave the highest

rate of wages and the largest returns for labor, and that protec

tion to labor meant secure , productive, and steady occupation ,

free from foreign aggression .

Naturally the strongest appeals on this ground came from the

East. Fifty-three of the seventy-two congressional districts in

this section , conducting manufacturing and mercantile enter

prise , were Whig . The South had fifteen such districts repre

sented by seven Whigs and eight Democrats. The fifty -one

farming districts of the East sent but twenty -four Whigs, while

the farmers of the West sent an almost solid Whig delegation .

(33 to 9 ) . The homemarket still appealed to the West,but in

the East protectionism had its strength largely in the manu

facturing districts. Here was the large laboring population .

The favorable influences described above, the change in the in

dustrial situation , the temporary depression , and the conditions

existing abroad — all cooperated to emphasize the importance of

the high wage argument, and to force apparent concessions to

the laboring classes .

The Committee on Manufactures in 1842 reported a tariff bill

and called attention to the problems involved . This was the first

time that such a committee considered the various industries

with the view of ascertaining the attendant interests of labor.

Special stress was laid upon industries in which labor was the

chief element of the product. The importance of the iron and

leather manufactures to the laboring classes was pointed out,

and the pauper labor of Europe was held responsible, in part,

for our industrial depression , while the relatively high Ameri

can wages were cited as a cause for protection against foreign

labor which would otherwise degrade our own.14 The debate

then opened on the floor of Congress where the Democrats had

posed as the exclusive friends of the poor and the laboring

classes. To these Hudson of Massachusetts made a vigorous

reply.15 He strongly opposed the debasement of American

14 27th Cong., 2nd Sess. ; Com . Rep., No. 461.

15 Cong. Globe, 13 : App., 929 .
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labor, gave statistical evidence indicating the pauper wages of

European labor, and urged the need of a tariff which would

guarantee fair competition between our own and foreign work

ingmen . He furthermore maintained that the tariff would raise

wages. Other protectionists argued along similar lines . The

identity of the interests of the farmers, mechanics , and laborers

was proclaimed , while the home market and labor arguments

were brought into definite relation and connection with each

other. Senator Evans defended the protection principle, con

tending that a high price for labor was a test of prosperity.

The opposition , he argued, favored low prices and low wages,

but if a reduction of prices were occasioned , wages would be

the first to fall. Choate held that the labor in all our industries

ought to be protected , and Iluntington of Connecticut declared

that protection to labor was necessary for flourishing agriculture

and manufacturing. Furthermore the consumer would be ben

efited . Hardly an advocate of protection failed to refer to the

need of protection to labor. The argument itself as presented

took three different lines of development ; first , the high wages

or pauper labor argument which was the most important ; sec

ond, the claim that a readjustment of the level of prices would

be distinctly injurious to the laboring classes ; third , protection

would increase the demand for labor, hence benefit the laborer

by multiplying employment and insuring him a reasonable re

muneration. This was the gist of Webster's labor argument in

1840. Greeley in 1843 emphasized this phase, but also referred

to the subject of pauper labor.16

l'he law of 1842 was not distinctly a partisan measure, although

Whigs and Democrats rallied on opposite sides. In the House

35 Whigs voted against, and 20 Democrats for, the bill. Nine

teen of the latter came from New York and Pennsylvania , and

nearly all of these represented districts containing a large man

ufacturing population. The reasons for this vote were later

stated as follows, “ The argument upon which the tariff of 1842

was sustained was that our manufactures, agriculture, our every

16 Greeley, Recol:ections of a Busy Life, 549.
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interest required to be protected against the pauper labor of

Europe."'17 Certainly this argument had become an important

one in the ammunition of the high tariff party.

The revival of the tariff question necessarily filled the coun

try with discussion on the subject. The high wages argument

had become the subject of defense and dissection . The Central

Committee of Home Leagues in an address set forth the claim

that the high standard of the American laborer must be main

tained and injurious competition be prevented . Protection

newspapers continued to agitate the question , and the direct in

fluence of the new tariff impressed itself upon the public mind.

Entirely apart from the merits of protection as a permanent

policy, it is undeniable that the tariff of 1842 accelerated the

renewal of prosperity. 18 Iron , cotton , and woolen mills re

vived and many wage earners again found employment. A

period of general business activity followed.

The different influences before mentioned continued to make

possible the growth of the high wage argument and some of our

manufacturers employed their efforts to enhance its apparent

importance. In 1844 therefore, the Whig party, assembled in con

vention , dared to express itself in favor of a “ tariff for revenue

to defray the necessary expenses of the Government and dis

criminating with special reference to the protection of the do

mestic labor of the country. ”!19 Other arguments were subor

dinated , and the new one was hereafter to be of paramount im

portance. The discussion of the tariff in and out of Congress

that year added nothing to the growth of protection theory,

hence it is necessary to turn to 1846 when the subject again re

ceived consideration in detail.

The Democratic party being again in power sought to revise

the tariff. The southern wing was in control and the former

Democratic protectionists of the North were forced to become

lukewarm toward this doctrine. A comparatively easy victory

17 Cong. Globe, 13 : App., 495. Speech of Wright, of New York.

18 See discussion of effect of this act in Taussig , Tariff History of the U . 8 .,

119 - 21. Also Bishop, History of Manufactures, 2 : 448 .

19 New York Tribune, May 11, 1844 .
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by the opponents of the Act of 1842 was the result. The sup

porters of protection , however, stoutly defended their principle,

placed added emphasis upon protection to American labor, and

gave to that doctrine a completeness which required but little

subsequent refinement. Severance of Maine,20 alluded to the

volume of our laboring population , to their consuming power,

to the need of creating a demand for labor, to the migration west

ward which would result from free trade, and to the opposition

to the abolition of slavery because it would enhance the price of

labor, also to the fact that hard times caused disproportionate

suffering among the poorer people . Davis of Massachusetts,22

in advancing the pauper labor argument, contended that not

only economic loss but a diminution of moral and mental cu!

ture was the necessary consequence of a low tariff policy . Stew

art emphasized the same consideration as did the last named

speaker , but also called attention to the political insignificance

to which the poorly paid laborer will decline. Winthrop , how

ever, struck even more closely the characteristic point of the high

wage argument in the following words: “ Protection looks at

the workingman not in his mere brute capacity, as a consumer,

but in his higher nature as a producer. It looks not to reducing

the price of what he eats or what he wears, but to keeping up

the price of his own labor. It looks, in short, to wages first,

wages last, wages altogether." 22

Thus we have in the arguments of these men the complete

emergence of the doctrine that protection preserves the high

wages of the American workmen against the competition of the

pauper labor of Europe. It took the form of protection against

the product of labor, not against the labor itself. Either method

was said to amount to the same result, but immigration was not

then considered an important problem and restriction was said

to be contrary to our traditional policy. Strong friends of labor

as well as oapitalists maintained this principle. It is true that

20 Cong . Globe, 16 : App , 705 .

21 Ibid., 1114 .

22 Ibid ., 973 .
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in subsequent discussion 23 the proper amount of protection was

computed to be the difference between the labor cost of produc

ing a good here and the similar cost abroad, but the essential

characteristics of the argument had now been imparted to it.

The manner in which it was met by the opposition, in turn, as

sists in explaining the cause of its rise and throws light upon

various movements of the time. We shall, therefore, briefly

point out the attitude of the free-trade party.

In a previous chapter we have shown that the ablest free

traders, such as Gallatin , had pointed out the relation between

labor and wages when that subject was first discussed, and had

suggested the chief cause of high wages ; viz., the abundance of

cheap lands, the productivity of labor, and the insufficient sup

ply of laborers. In the earlier decades when the general attitude

toward wages was a negative one, the burden of the problem

rested heavily upon the protectionists . Free -traders merely

pointed to the difference between wages here and abroad, and

discussed the theoretical considerations which determined the

difference. With the growth of ameliorative tendencies and the

assumption of a positive program in respect to wages by protec

tionists, free-traders were forced to analyze the bearing of their

theories upon the actual conditions of the time. They faced a

concrete situation in a progressive nation where added economic

advantage did not cover the entire gamut of the workingman 's

interests . The new problem for the opponents of the tariff was

the relation of free-trade to the general elevation of an ambitious

and independent laboring class . Unfortunately the abstract

economist who thinks internationally often supplies with argu

ments unchanged the politician and legislator who think n 'a

tionally or more often sectionally , and these arguments the lat

ter attempt to apply to conditions illy fitted to become the subject

of extensive theorizing. The sectional aspect of the tariff con

23 The following is a specimen of the argument which became current : “When

foreign labor which costs one- or its products which are the same thing — comes

into the same market on a free-trade platform with American labor which costs

three or with its products which are the same thing — it is absurd to suppose

that American labor will still maintain the relative value of three to one. They

must both come to the same level.” Colton, Public Economy, 65 .
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fused the defense of the free-traders and hindered the develop

ment of the refutation of the high wages argument.

The existence of slavery in the South and the championship

of that system influenced southern free-traders in their attitude

toward labor. Low wages in the South were viewed with com

parative complacency . The dignity and worth of labor was yet

but dimly realized there. Accordingly a defense of high wages

was difficult , and the artificial stimulation of the price of labor

was severely criticised . Even in 1842 the minority of the com

mittee on manufactures declared that if manufacturers would

not reduce wages they should be forced to decrease their profits,

that the consumer would not pay the cost of a high wage when

a low wage only was demanded in the South for a similar serv

ice.24 Free-traders , however, began to develop several lines of

attack . Calhoun25 in 1840 vigorously assailed the protectionists'

position , contending that high wages were due to the effective

ness of industry , and that only those high wages caused in this

way were an evidence of prosperity. Two years later he de

clared that wages were but the residuum after deducting the

profit of capital and the expense of production including the

exaction of the Government in the shape of taxes; that as the

latter decreased , wages would increase, and that prices might

fall and wages rise at the same time— a combination inost favor

able to the laborer. Here Calhoun recognized the laborer both

as a producer and a consumer; both lines of argument were used

by the opponents of the tariff.

That a protective tariff, under the conditions which obtained

during the period of tariff controversy , would maintain the

wages of many American workingmen could hardly be doubted.

Even so ardent a statesman as McDuffie admitted that it raised

the wages of manufacturing labor. It was necessary, therefore,

to analyze the laboring population and to point out how few

were directly dependent upon the tariff . Protectionists had in

sisted that the entire laboring population was benefited thereby.

24 27th Cong., 2nd sess., Rep ., No . 461.

25 Speech in the U . S . Senate, February 5 , 1840 .
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Smith of Virginia , 26 replying to this argument in 1842, com

puted that only 265,000 laborers were employed in factories

directly, that nearly that number of mechanics were dependent

upon agriculture, and that less than one-third of the laborers

would be affected by the tariff directly . Another speaker27 con

tended that out of the 791,000 workmen in manufacturing and

mechanical pursuits , according to the census of 1840, an analysis

showed that only 284,351 were engaged in protected industries.

Various estimates were made tending to show that only a small

per cent. of the American people could be benefited and this at

the expense of the remainder. We were exporting goods and

competing abroad with foreign labor - a fact which free-traders

employed to show the possibility of a like competition if the

goods were brought to our shores. Our improvement in effi

ciency, it was argued , was sufficient to cover the difference in

the cost of labor, but even if the contrary were true , protection

was not yet justified.28 Furthermore the difference between

wages here and in England was slight — a statement quite true

of the wages of certain skilled laborers, but one not generally

reliable . The additional contention that the contest was not be

tween high and low wages but between human labor and ma

chinery received some consideration , in view of the fact that the

increased use of the latter had caused temporary displacements

of labor. On the whole, the efficiency of American labor was

properly emphasized , but this fact, coupled with the frequent

admission that labor in the North was benefited by protection ,

rendered the defense inadequate. The argument in reference to

the laborer as a producer and to his nominal wage under the

two systems needed the support of the claims concerning the

effect of protection upon the real wages of the laborer, upon

his double capacity as a producer and a consumer.

Gallatin , when the wage argument first made its appearance,

vigorously emphasized the importance of the real wages of the

laborer. While the earlier tariff discussions concerned them

26 Cong. Globe, 13 : App., 726.

27 Burke, Hon. Edmund, The Protective System . Washington, 1846 .

28 Cong. Globe, 18 : App., 114, 484.
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selves with the consumer, the laboring classes, owing to their un

importance , failed to receive much attention as such . The hard

-ships incurred owing to duties on the necessaries of life were

urged against the protective policy . The opposition to the

duties on coal, salt , etc., after the Compromise of 1833 had the

" consumer 's interests in mind. During the controversy between

1840 and 1846, however, the, laborer as a consumer received

ample consideration . In this connection the free-trader more

emphatically assumed the offensive, pointing out that a tariff

on goods would lessen the real wages of labor, and the laborer

would receive no share of the benefits of the tariff. In many

* cases , indeed, the competition between laborers prevented them

from securing an advance in nominal wages. The diminution

in the wages of many cotton mill employees after 1842, and the

reply of various manufacturers that they were suffering from

domestic, not foreign , competition , served to accentuate the in

sistence of the free-traders upon the importance of the real wage.

Boot and shoe makers of New York City held a meeting in 1845

and opposed the tariff of 1842, claiming that it increased the

' price of stock which they manufactured and also of nearly all

the articles which they consumed, and that it was a cause of the

depression in their business. Secretary Walker,29 in his report

of 1845, declared that wages had not advanced after the tariff

of 1842, but his statement is necessarily erroneous in view of

the subsequent revival of business . He more truthfully as

serted , however , that the 'tariff fell more heavily upon the poor.

Many laboring men opposed protection for the same reason,

' claiming that their wages were not affected , but that their cost

of living was. The reaction against the tariff of 1842, culmi

nating in the Act of 1846 , was to a considerable extent brought

about by a spread of opinions of this nature.

A defect of increasing importance in the wage argument was

its attitude toward the immigrant. As before indicated , Seth

Luther had in the early thirties pointed out the inconsistency

of protectionists in admitting workmen freely from abroad , but

29 Taussig , State Papers on the Tariff, 226 .
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objecting to the free importation of goods. So in 1842 it was .

maintained that if protection was necessary, the cheap labor

planting itself among us needed to be feared. A few years .

later , Wilmot of Pennsylvania , in examining the motives of the

manufacturers, quite correctly charged them with expressing no

alarm over the immigration of cheap labor, and he furthermore

claimed that they were actually attempting to depress the price

of labor. Nor were protectionists dismayed over the importation

of labor-saving machinery. John Pickering30 in 1847 stated the

case in the following vigorous words : “ Therefore if the work

ing classes will promote the 'protective system ,' their first ob

ject should be to prevent the importation of foreign ' pauper

operatives ;' it will then be time enough to think about prevent

ing the importation of the goods they make ; till then it would be

perfectly useless.” In this manner one of the great weaknesses

of the wage argument was continually punctured and exposed

to public ridicule . Many workingmen in the East .were be

ginning to feel the competition of the immigrant and they op

posed a system which seemed to provide a sham defense only.

The position of the western lands in maintaining and advanc

ing the current rate of wages has already been explained. Many

southern men who believed that their section was taxed for the

benefit of northern capital and perhaps of northern labor also ,

became more earnest in their support of the favorite western

proposition to reduce the price of the public lands. Secretary

Walker31 in his well-known report voiced the sentiments of the

30 The Working Man' s Political Economy, 150 .

31 “ But while the tariff does not enhance the wages of labor, the sales of the

public lands at low prices . . . . . .would accomplish this object . . . . . . The power

of the manufacturing capitalist in reducing the wages of labor would be greatly

diminished . Reduce the price which the laborer must pay for the public do

main ;. . . . . .prevent all speculation and monopoly in the public lands ; confine

the sales to settlers and cultivators in limited quantities ; . ... . . .reduce the taxes

by reducing the tariff and bringing down the prices which the poor are thus com

pelled to pay for all the necessaries of life , and more will be done for the benefit

of American labor than if millions were added to the profits of manufacturing

capital by the enactment of a protective tariff.” On the other hand, Walker's

position in respect to the relation of labor and capital was expressed as follows :

“ When the number of manufactures is not great the power of the system to regu

late the wages of labor is inconsiderable ; but as the profit of capital, invested in

manufactures, is augmented by the protective tariff, there is a corresponding in
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free-traders who believed this measure to be a more effectual

means of preserving the high wages of labor and that without

great cost to the remainder of our people. By reducing the

price of lands to nominal figures and confining the sale to actual

settlers, laborers could hardly be deprived of the alternative

of becoming independent if good wages were not paid by man

ufacturers. Protection had been the stimulus the East de

manded to accelerate her growth and retain her working popu

lation. Free land was Walker's remedy for diminishing wages

but it implied the migration of the laborer to the West.

crease of power until the control of such capital over the wages of labor becomes

irresistible . As this power is exercised from time to time, we and it resisted by

combinations among the working classes. . . . . .But the government, by pro

tective duties, arrays itself on the side of the manufacturing system , and by thus

augmenting its wealth and power soon terminates in its favor the struggle between

man and money - between capital and labor."
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

In the foregoing pages we have attempted to review briefly

the causes and development of the labor argument for protec

tíon . We have seen that the extraordinary conditions ending

with peace with England in 1815, and especially the few years

of war with that country had given manufacturing enterprise

a decided impetus. A large amount of capital had been invested

in various industries, and many women and children had been

employed . A considerable amount of labor primarily engaged

in other industries had also assisted the growth of manufact

ures . The demand in 1816 for protection was accordingly sup

ported by several arguments. It was claimed that industries

established during the war should not be allowed to perish ; that

a parallel development of all our industries was necessary ; that a

home market was needed ; that we should become independent

of foreign nations; furthermore that labor formerly of no value

was now made useful and that this labor should be continued in

employment. Hamilton had stated the labor argument long be

fore. Now when the time was ripe it was reiterated and given

a new emphasis. The argument itself was not that of a “ re

strictionist.” Protectionists usually disclaimed any intention

of foisting such a system upon the country. On the other hand

an ambitious and youthful nation would be likely to look with

favor upon a policy which would employ all its available labor.

Thus the form of the labor argument used in 1816 in connec

tion with the appeal to support the cotton industry came into

vogue and continued to be urged as long as the industrial and

labor conditions and the ideals of the times allowed .
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It cannot be over-emphasized that the more fruitful discus

sion of the tariff has been in relation to its practical operation

and that theoretical considerations have had less weight. The

latter are the arguments used by the body opposing the policy.

Nor has the economic motive been the only actuating one.

Furthermore the freely expressed attitude toward the laborer

naturally gave to both protectionists and free-traders their char

acteristic arguments. The former pointed to the better paid

workmen abroad and claimed our laborers were securing but

little more, hence a protective policy would be justified . The

latter emphasized the differences and concluded that such a

policy would be injurious. This was largely done, not after con

sultation with the laboring man, but quite apart from his wishes.

The lack of interest in the elevation of the working classes was

only too evident. The years 1819– 20 , however, inaugurated a

change and the mechanic appears as a factor in tariff contro

versy and usually as an adherent of the protective principle .

The subject of unemploymenthad suddenly become an important

one. The need of work for the laborer was boldly exploited , and

the argument when used at critical times has usually been effect

ive. The earlier point of view was concerned with security of

employment, and not with a desire to raise wages. High wages

were in fact considered as one of the disadvantages with which

American manufactures were forced to cope. Still the impor

tance of steady employment, quite apart from the rate of wages,

was realized ; the opposing parties differing of course as to the

method of securing this desideratum .

The rise of the laboring classes, numerically , politically, eco

nomically ; the advent of better ideals ; the enlarging contact with

foreign labor , owing to increased immigration '; and the sec

tional aspect which the tariff began to assume, forced attention

to the subject of wages. Not only the master mechanic but the

journeyman and the ordinary laborer in the factories and on

the farms, became important. The girls in the cotton mills were

indeed among the first to demand higher standards. A trans

formation of the labor argument became necessary . The diver
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gence, however, from the older position is not an abrupt one but

clearly expresses the dawning of a new era. Webster is a link

joining the old to the new . Security of employment with less

emphasis upon its effect upon wages was the burden of his ar

gument. Preservation of the American wage against the com

petition of poorly paid foreign labor was demanded by Stewart ,

John Davis, and later by Kelley and others . Foreign labor con

ditions now served a different purpose. The improvement in

America had proceeded more rapidly than abroad, consequently

protectionists found it advantageous to indicate the great differ

ence between wages here and abroad, instead of minimizing them

as formerly . The change was less a new attitude toward the

facts than a change in the attitude toward labor . The high

wage argumentmust be explained largely in connection with this

important fact . This is the more apparent when one realizes its

similarity to that of the wages argument made against the In

dependent Treasury bill about the same time. Nor did the free

traders immediately abandon their former position . Their policy

was a cautious one. In common with their opponents many of

them still cited the low wages of English workmen , but often

with a different purpose than formerly . Then it was to indicate

the absurdity of protection ; now to show the injurious and per

nicious economic effect of protection upon the workingmen, the

moral and political effects having from the beginning received

considerable emphasis . It is but slowly that advocates of free

trade crystallize their opposition to the high wage argument by

emphasizing the chief causes of high wages and calling attention

to the consumers ' interests. The liberation of the American

mind from sectional bias would have simplified the labor argu

ment, but this could not be realized.

Sectionalism as a factor in evolving the wage argument can

not be overlooked. Both South and West were agricultural.

The latter was formerly a unit for protection , but by 1842 many

of its leaders had joined the South against the protective policy ,

which restricted migration to the new lands and in part sus

tained the efforts of the East to retain its growth. The high
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wages argument for protection was largely an eastern argument.

True, the contrast between free and slave labor accomplished

another line of territorial cleavage, but the leading spirits of

the argument were eastern men. Clay and western men in Con

gress did , indeed , advocate protection to American labor, but

usually in connection with its reputed advantage to the agri

cultural interests. The occasional western presentation of the

high wages argument, however , neglected this and simply bore

evidence of the importance of eastern influence or of the psy

chology of partisan politics. The various movements which

culminated in the demand for higher wages were not all dis

tinctively eastern , yet the laboring classes were largely con

fined to that section , so the cry for protection against foreign

labor would naturally be more urgent there than elsewhere.

The somewhat tardy recognition by the South of the need of

higher wages added to the importance attached to the argument.

The South could hardly be expected to have agreed with the

East on this point. The interests of the two sections differed,

and the possibility of paying high wages was necessary to in

sure the future progress of the East. The relation of each sec

tion to the tariff and to the high wages argument becomes

clearer when the conditions of progress are thus indicated .

The theory of wages held by American controversialists neces

sarily affected the growth of the argument. Although the im

mediate and practical bearings of protection were the most

important points at issue, the theoretical background can not

be omitted. The local influence of the unsettled western lands

in buoying up the standard rate ofwages was generally admitted.

The connection between wages and the productivity of labor

was less clearly understood and this misapprehension was the

cause of much fallacy in argument. Francis A . Walker, how

ever, in asserting that the “ speeches of Clay, Stewart, and

Kelley have significance only on the assumption that one day's

work here is worth one day 's work elsewhere ” neglected entirely

the sectional aspect of the controversy - certainly a very prom

1 Wages , 41.
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inent feature. Yet his point is a strong one, for the importance

of productivity was inadequately treated , especially by pro

tectionists. Henry Carey” did point out that productivity in

fluenced the wages of the laborer. Gallatin , on the other hand,

spoke of skill and productivity, but urged the all-inclusiveness

of the indefinite demand-and-supply of labor. Calhouna in his

contention that wages depended upon the effectiveness of labor

spokemore to the point, and the development of this idea placed

the free-trade contention on firmer ground. With the growth

of free-trade sentiment in the North and West , this factor re

ceived new development; real wages were emphasized ; and free

traders began to explain away the difference between American

and English wages on natural grounds, and to belittle the re

puted high wages of domestic labor. Formerly they had pointed

to the great gap which existed between the two. On the other

hand, an indetermination to work out the effects of competition

in the long run , and stress upon the immediate result upon the

class of labor affected , marked the attitude of the protectionist.

The protective system has been an historic product , its growth

and decline depending upon political and economic circum

stances. As is well known, protection was at first regarded as

a temporary policy , and only subsequently did its advocates

demand its indefinite continuation . Certain arguments, like

wise, partly valid when first promulgated , are no longer appli

cable, but the force of inertia has carried them on and they are

still used with effect. The high wage argument was not only

an historic outgrowth but represents in part an ingenious oppor

tunism . A logical development of the argument would require

protection against the immigration of the so -called pauper labor

itself. Curiously enough the application of the doctrine has

been a one-sided one. The exclusion of the Chinese and of

alien contract labor marks the limit of its progress along these

lines. American labor has never stood unitedly for this doctrine,

although that of certain industries has been quite unanimous in

its favor. At the time of its inception many laborers denied

2 See references cited .
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the validity of the argument. Others directly affected by

foreign competition asked for protection . Many were not con

cerned with the question . It is hardly possible to determine the

direct influence exerted by labor itself upon the growth of the

high wage argument. It was the indirect influence effected by

the upward pressure of the class , which more largely represents

the contribution of labor to this new line of development. The

labor vote , however, has been an important item . The Whig

platform of 1844 betrays this fact as do other platforms of

later date . The capture of Pennsylvania by the Republicans

is said to have been consummated by a similar line of action ,

Other states have been held to protection in the same way, but

certain classes of labor only have been instrumental agents in

its behalf.

The argument has received but little academic support, the

majority of economists having denied its validity , but it is

generally recognized that in a progressive society a protective

tariff may temporarily maintain the nominal wages of a partic

ular class of workmen ; that is, if the industry affected depends

upon the tariff for its existence. Here, however, the tariff is

considered neither nationally nor yet sectionally , but only in

relation to a single industry - an inadequate basis for the con .

tinuation of a tariff system . Besides this, the advantage claimed

is for nominal, rather than for real, wages.

When the wage argument was first urged a large percentage

of the laboring class was found in more or less protected indus

tries. Even the opponents of the tariff of 1842 generally ad

mitted that practically one-third of the 791,000 laborers would

be benefited by protection although at the expense of the rest

of the American people, and especially of the agricultural por

tion . At present the number of laborers affected directly by

the tariff is exceedingly small. Bullock has estimated it at from

5 per cent. to 10 per cent. of the total laboring population.

Edward Atkinson computed the number directly concerned as

approximately 600 ,000 — about 2 per cent. of the entire number

8 Introduction to the Study of Economics, 373 (Revised Ed.).
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engaged in gainful occupations. The slightness of the appar

ent advantage to labor at once become manifest. Even though

artificial wages at the expense of the consumer were justifiable,

one can hardly conclude otherwise than that the once compara

tively useful doctrine that protection maintains American wages

is little more than an anachronism . Like many other institu

tions that have outlived their usefulness it has an unusual

tenacity of life, and has projected itself from the past into the

present, because it has not met adequate resistance. Protection

as an offset to the influence of the free lands of the West is

explicable, but free lands no longer regulate wages. Yet the

sectional aspect of the tariff has been nationalized. Alternative

employment for the laborer is, however, quite unavailable. Be

sides, increased immigration diminishes whatever prospects may

open along such lines. The rapid occupancy of the West after

the Civil War transformed thousands of possible laborers into

farmers, and the development of transportation accelerated this

movement. The hardships incurred in the semi-arid districts

during the decade 1880 – 1890 and their subsequent depopulation

indicated that the limit of cultivable free lands had been reached,

at least until new methods of agriculture were employed. The

strength of the impulse to settle upon the accessible lands that

remained is seen in the frantic rush to Oklahoma, Indian Terri

tory, and other reservations at their opening. The wages and

the condition of the western farmer were preferred to condi

tions elsewhere. It is evident that protection to labor as a

sectional policy had an animus not contained in the present day

concept of protection to American labor . Conditions have

changed fundamentally since the advent of this doctrine. The

historic conditions surrounding its growth render its develop

ment comprehensible. The sectional interests involved gave it

a natural impetus, while self-seeking manufacturers also en

couraged the doctrine. Other causes for its growth have already

been mentioned .

No student of tariff history can afford to forget that our

4 Facts and Figures, 42.
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tariff policy has been an historical development, that it must

be interpreted in connection with the contemporaneous facts

of history, and that the high wages doctrine deserves the same

liberal treatment. In the preceding pages, accordingly , we

have endeavored ' to trace the growth of the labor argument for

protection and to show how it culminated in the so -called

“ pauper labor ” or high wages, argument; which , however,

under conditions totally different from those obtaining at the

time of its inception , can be regarded in no other light than as

a “ survival.”
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